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The Overcast...
Ran for 5 straight years,
made 61 monthly issues in a row,
delivered 793,000 papers,
to over 200 locations,
in St. John's, Mount Pearl, CBS.
1 in 3 people in St. John's
were avid readers.
TheOvercast.ca has
published 3,877 articles.
We have profiled
more than 100 restaurants
opening, closing,
or doing something newsworthy,
and we reviewed over 300 albums.
The Overcast has had
over 100 writers & artists
contribute work to the paper.
The Overcast has paid freelance
writers and artists over $150,000.
Our Albedo Grant has awarded
$47,500 to 4 local businesses.
Our annual, city-wide
February Food Challenges
have had 37 restaurants create
81 different burgers and tacos
and 5 month-long feeding frenzies.

Imagine being the person, Charles
Osbourne, who got hiccups that
never went away. Just imagine, every
couple of minutes, hic. I can imagine
it. Except for me, instead of hiccups,
it’s something The Overcast needs
from me. I just want to catch my
breath, and be more present in my
own life. The Overcast had a great
run, but the runner's high is giving
way to aching legs and visions of a
simpler life. I have been dealing with
daily deadlines for 1846 days in a row
now, and come day 1850, I want to
bask in the simple joy of a weekend
off, and plotting what to do with the
next five years of my life.
The Overcast grew to a readership of 60,000
people in a small town, in a small province, and I
mean it when I say this paper became whatever
it became because of you who is reading this.
It was you, the public, who embraced it, made
space for it, picked up a copy, told others to pick
up a copy, got in touch with me, and in some
cases, asked if you could write something (and
then wrote it). A lot of you became contributors.
For a few articles, or for a few years. So it was
you who made this paper a voice of the city.
More than 100 people wrote impassioned
stories for this paper, from middle-aged
politicians to young starving students, from
architects to anarchists, a cab driver and a sex
worker, some doctors and some teachers,
musicians and bankers, and a lot of journalists.
This modestly paid chorus of community voices

elevated The Overcast well beyond what I
imagined it'd become. We've been a farm team
for stories picked up by provincial and national
media, a howling wolf that might have helped
reverse some political decisions, a bridge to
connect local consumers with local products,
and plenty of other stuff that made this job feel
so rewarding.
To make the paper work, I had to juggle 4 or 5
different roles myself, and, being forever overrun, I made a few mistakes here and there. I ran
some stuff I'm appropriately embarrassed by.
Thanks for standing up for, or mostly forgiving
the paper in those moments, and seeing me as
fallible human, instead of adding your weight
to the social media pile-ons that come with
public jobs in the modern world. That kind of
behaviour terrifies me, because it only widens
the rift between opposing views, and between
us as a community, which resolves nothing.
Together, we've laughed, cried, talked, and
shouted ... about the friggen sidewalks, the
friggen economy, the friggen absurdity of it all.
We've survived, we've collaborated, we've been
through 5 crazy years together, and we've even
filled our arteries with the cholesterol of 100
burgers together, in Overcast Burger Battles.
I'm extremely grateful for the widespread
readership the paper enjoyed — it meant I got
to enjoy a dreamjob for 5 years, and scratch
"running a paper" off my bucket list. Now that
I'm moving on, I'm feeling very excited, and
appropriately sad, to reach into my bucket
list again, and haul a few new things from it.
Become a Master Chef. Get all these book ideas
in your head onto paper, then email your agent
to see if she remembers who you are. Change

something,
actually change
something about
the province.

Let's all
get excited for
whatever is
coming next!

Last March, a job ad in Food First
NL's newsletter caught my eye. The bleak,
upsetting, and profit-driven nature of the global
food industry has become a new passion of
mine. So I applied and got the job. It’s a place
that is making the food system in our province
more vibrant and self-reliant; a place making
healthy food more accessible to everyone, no
matter how much you make or where you live
in our province, and it’s a place nudging our
province to care about that sort of thing. Their
sustained work is changing things in a way
1-day news cycles cannot. So I am happy here
for now. I've moved on.
Let's all get excited for whatever is coming next.
I hope The Overcast is just getting out of the way
for some new blood to rush in and launch a new
community paper. One that gives us all something
to talk about and engage with every month. If
someone does launch a new monthly in our
wake, please come loot all the amazing writers,
illustrators, and Mira from The Overcast. They're
the best, and the best to work with.
I hope to keep The Overcast's spirit alive by
writing for other local and national papers, and
covering the kinds of stories that were at the
heart of The Overcast. So please, keep pitching
me stories and press releases at
chad@theovercast.ca.

CHAD PELLEY
Editor, The Overcast

MANY THANK YOUS to all these writers who have had stints with us as short as 2-3 punchy articles or as long as 2-3 years:
In addition to the print paper every
month, we've produced 4 podcasts,
3 Youtube Video Series,
and ran an online radio station.

Jacob Allderdice / Badge / Joanna Barker / Ryan Belbin / Chad Bennett / David Benson / Jenn Brown / Patrick Butler / David Brake / Emily Campbell
/ Iain McCurdy / Rebecca Cohoe / Terri Coles / Chris Conway / Christa Cram / Kerri Cull / Janine Taylor-Cutting / Emily Deming / Chris Donaldson /
Kerry Gamberg / Allison Graves / Happy City St. John's / Adam Harding / Olivia Heaney / Seamus Heffernan / Greg Hewlett / Gloria Hickey / Sharon
Ho / Mark Hoffe / Hope Jamieson / Samm Joy / David Keating / Ema Noelle Kibirkstis / Dave Lane / Damian Lethbridge / Elisabeth Luther / Mary
MacDonald / Steve Maloney / Megan McCabe / Annie McEwen / David Maher / Sandy May / Kyle Mooney / Jennifer Morgan / Vicky Combden-Murphy

The Overcast survived
2 near lawsuits,
and 3 fairly alarming death threats,
always from disturbing misogynists.

/ Heather Nolan / Kayla Noseworthy / Tracey O'Brien / Sheilagh O'Leary / Gabby Peyton / Michael Philpott / Emily Pittman / Michelle Porter / Martin
Poole / Bryan Power / Erin Power / Craig Francis Power / Ed Riche / Wendy Rose / Alyson Samson / Sharleen Simmons / Sarah Smellie / Stephanie
Smith / Jerry Stamp / Amy Stoodley / "Taxi Eyes" / Rajiv Thavanathan / Peggy Tremblett / Katie Vatour / Lukas Wall / Aley Waterman / Shannon WebbCampbell / Elizabeth Whitten / Nicole Wilson / Matt Wright ... as well as all those wonderful one-off articles from countless others.
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5 Years
of Overcast
Awards
& Grants
Who Won
What When?
The Albedo Grant
We established the $12,500 Albedo Grant
in 2015 to help local entrepreneurs,
organizations, or artists kickstart their dream
job, launch their career to new heights, or
leap over any financial barriers between them
and their golden idea. Its sponsors, Dean
MacDonald, John and Chris O’Dea, and Phil
Keeping’s family, judged submissions, and
granted the $12,500, no strings attached, to a
winner. There were some amazing submissions
over the years, and the sponsors tended
towards granting the money to something that
would be of benefit to an entire community.
2015
THE AUTISM SOCIETY'S MOBILE
GARDENING UNIT
It’s not often a scenario can beat “win-win,”
but the ASNL Mobile Garden Unit was a winwin-win idea. The program teaches youth
with autism employable gardening skills;
businesses or people around town then hire
these youth to tend to their gardening needs,
and the Autism Society generates its own
money through this social enterprise.
2016
YES, CHEF! CULINARY PROGRAM
FOR KIDS
Now known as Yes, Chef!, Amanda Bulman’s
idea for a School Lunch Association “After
School Culinary Program" became part of
the regular school curriculum for kids at
Hazelwood Elementary. Yes, Chef! is giving
kids a hands-on experience in learning to
grow, harvest, and cook healthy foods, which
is an invaluable seed to plant in our youth,
given all the grim stats around unhealthy
eating in our province.
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2017
DILDO BREWING COMPANY,
TAP ROOM, AND MUSEUM
Brother and sister Angie and Roger George
set out to start a microbrewery in their
hometown of Dildo, and wound up securing a
unique homebase for it: The Dildo Museum.
The museum was falling into disrepair, and
the town needed a cultural hub; somewhere
people could gather to eat, drink craft beer,
and be merry to live music and stunning
views. It's been a hit since its opening.
2018
3F WASTE RECOVERY: TURNING
GARBAGE INTO GOLD
Awareness of food waste is trending right
now: a recent report revealed that more than
half of the food produced in Canada is wasted.
And it turns out there is beauty, or at least
beauty product ingredients, in the waste
streams of the fishing, farming, and forestry
sectors in NL. Ben Wiper's big idea to turn
garbage from those industries into gold won
him our final, $12,500 Albedo Grant.

The Borealis
Music Prize
The Overcast’s Borealis Music Prize was given
to the Best Local Album of the Year. It was a
triple-juried award, meaning 1 jury created a
longlist, another created a shortlist from that
longlist, and a third jury picked the winner
from the shortlist. Surviving three varied juries
meant winning it isn’t easy. The award came
with $1,000 right out of our bank account
(or Posie Row's; they sponsored it in 2017), a
trophy for their mantelpiece, and a cover story.
2014
JON HYNES Watchful Creatures
2015
HEY ROSETTA! Second Sight
2016
JAKE NICOLL Half of Nothing/Two Things
2017
STEVE MALONEY The Memory Game

Overcast
Burger Battle
This was a ton of fun, and a surprisingly big
deal every year. Kudos are owed to local chef
Roger Andrews for pitching the idea to The
Overcast. February is a miserable month. For
restaurants, it's traditionally the month sales

slump the most. For consumers, we
In 2017, we got a thank-you note.
A couple fell in love through their
tend to be housebound and huddled
love of the burgers. They went on
away from the world, waiting for
a blind date to try a Burger Battle
the weather to change. The Burger
2019 BURGER
burger. It went so well they tried a
Battle was The Overcast's way to
BATTLE ON
few more, and got up to 11. Where
combat that and be a fun win-win
NOW!
are they now?
for local restaurants and local food
lovers alike. 10-20 restaurants make
In 2018, Seto Kitchen & Bar set a record
a special, one-of-a-kind burger for that
that will never be broken, by winning Critics’
month only, and we all go try them, rank
Pick two years in a row. Will they defend
them, and rave about them.
their crown this year?
HIGHLIGHTS THROUGH THE YEARS
2015
In 2015, the Burger Battle sparked a national
CRITIC’S PICK Chinched Bistro
Twitter war: Don Cherry quipped on Hockey
PEOPLE’S CHOICE Chinched Bistro
Night in Canada that Ron MacLean was
& Magnum & Stein’s
“barbaric” for eating a seal burger. It was the
seal burger Mallard Cottage had entered into
2016
The Overcast’s Burger Battle. People really
CRITIC’S PICK Merchant Tavern
Rocked ‘em and Socked ‘em for implying
PEOPLE’S CHOICE Hungry Heart Cafe
seal meat was weird meat, and he quickly
apologized.
2017
CRITIC’S PICK Seto
In 2016, we switched it up, and it was a taco
PEOPLE’S CHOICE Merchant tavern
challenge instead. The consensus was fairly
strong that we keep it to burgers. (We also
2018
ran another mini food fight this year: a poutine
CRITIC’S PICK Seto
challenge that had to use Five Brothers cheese
PEOPLE’S CHOICE:
curds. The Celtic Hearth won.)
Bernard Stanley’s Gastropub

The Overcast Team
On Some of Their Most
Memorable Covers
Settling on a cover story, and a cover image
to represent it, was a consistent mid-month
anxiety attack for 62 months in a row. Always
conceived on the fly, some covers worked ...
better than others.
JUNE 2015
Mira says... A whale flying over Signal Hill while eating a
donut? This needs no explanation. Adrien Cross nailed this
cover, and it's definitely one of my favourites.
OCTOBER 2015
Chad says... This was about as striking as a cover can be.
It was Halloween month, it was the month of the federal
election, and Harper was so sinister he always struck me
as a movie villain. So why not cast him in that light, with a
punny title, "Exercise your right to exorcise these demon
from parliament"? The extreme nature of the cover would
ensure voters would at least read a list of 35 evil things
Harper did before the federal election was over. And it
was fitting to work with illustrator Kevin Tobin on this, as
our first of many cover collaborations. A few years prior,
he and I (and Mira!) all worked together at a marketing
agency. It was a fun reunion.
FEBRUARY 2016
Mira says... This cover was so terrible that it was actually
good. Where did those miserable tacos come from? Why
weren't they full of lots of happy taco toppings? Three
years later, I'm still confused about this.
SEPTEMBER 2016
Chad says... A picture = 1000 words. We could've run this
cover story without any words. Look what other cities do
with pedestrian streets located in the heart of their city.
Look what we do with George Street.
MARCH 2018
Mira says... Loves a good beer map, loves a good Nadine
Hodder. This cover was bold, bright and super eyecatching.
OCTOBER 2018
Chad says... I like it visually, sure, even the on-the-nose
concept of having antlers literally on a table in an article
that asks our government to help put wild food on the
table for families using food banks in NL. But this cover, or
cover story rather, has a special place in my heart. It was
during the production of this issue I started contemplating
folding the paper. A rough, tough big life decision. So it
was really important to me that the last few cover stories
mattered, by starting some important dialogue. And
then, this cover story was picked up by every outlet in the
province, and then went national, all the way over to the
Vancouver Sun. Which was certainly more than I hoped for.

Cue The Thank Yous!
Long before Mira Howards and I started
The Overcast, we worked together at
a marketing firm; me writing stuff, her
designing stuff. We had tea together
daily at 3. When I left that firm, I knew
we'd end up doing something together.
I didn't realize it'd be something of this
magnitude though, and the paper was
definitely a better thing because it had
her hand in it. She's the most competent
worker I've ever worked with, and The
Overcast would have remained a fleeting
thought of mine, if she hadn’t of said yes,
sure, why not? when I asked her to start
a paper with me. I was also terrified of
leaving her waiting on content every
month, so she's the reason The Overcast
went to print on time every month too.
Kristen White, also an ex co-worker,
was the legs that got the paper running.
Filling a paper with stories and pictures
is only half the job. It was Kristen who got
the ad revenue flowing in, so we could
pay our writers, printing bills, delivery
team, etc. We were profitable and able
to grow immediately because of Kristen.
Later, Elaine Pond filled the same role
with flying colours (mainly green!)
A big shout out to Joel Upshall too,
The Overcast's photographer for its first
3 years. Some of my fondest memories
of The Overcast were all the laughs we’d
have, the people we'd meet, and the
stories we'd hear on our photoshoots
for every issue. You get the facts for
an article from the interview, but you
see the heart of a person and their
operation during the candid moments a
photoshoot.
A community paper cannot get off the
ground with community spirit alone: it
needs some financial wings to take flight.
Having heard about Mira, Kristen, and
I launching a paper, Dean MacDonald
reached out, unprompted, to offer us
substantial start-up funding and office

BY CHAD PELLEY

space, and asked nothing in return. He
also spearheaded and was a funder for
our Albedo Grant, which similarly gave
out no-strings-attached grants to folks
with start-up ideas for communityfocussed projects.
Thanks as well to Eva Crocker, who
came on as a full-time co-pilot in
multiple job roles for over a year and
notably elevated the paper during its
prime. Special shout out to Lauren
Power too, who has written articles for
every issue of The Overcast, from Day 1
to the day we shut down. Second only to
Lauren’s unbroken 5-year streak is the
vivacious voice of Emily Deming, who
somehow went from writing a cooking
column in our first year (Notes from
the Kitchen) to running a weekly online
column, for years, that skewered every
week's St. John’s city council meeting
(Notes from the Rafters). These last few
years, the incomparable community
spirit of contributor Felicity Roberts
made her a special force we wouldn't
have been the same without.
I wish there was space to thank every
writer listed on page 3, for the passion,
voice, and help they lent to The Overcast,
during its five years. It takes a choir of
community voices to build a community
paper. I'm really happy with what we all
built together, and you made playing a
Maestro to this choir of voices such a fun
and rewarding job.
(It also takes a patient, understanding
partner, who could accept Overcast
deadlines and drama encroaching on
time we should have spent on date nights,
lazy Sundays together, uninterrupted
vacations, and more. So a big thanks to
Sharleen Simmons, who would even
roll her sleeves up and dig into things
like writing last-minute articles, or stay
up with me until 3am loading "People's
Choice" polls. Thanks, Babe!)

thank u, next
instagram @mirahowards + @thebayhousenl
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Flashback to 2014
Was 2014 Really This Long Ago?
We launched TheOvercast.ca in
January of 2014, with a first print
issue in February 2014. That doesn't
sound that long ago, until you start
pouring over old issues. Just for fun,
for nostalgia's sake, skim through
some of what we covered
in year 1. It's interesting to see
what's changed, what's stayed
the same, what's
come and gone.

FEBRUARY 2014

Whoas
& Woes

Contributor David
Benson was well-known
as the dapper, pipe-smoking proprietor of
Afterwords bookstore, a fixture of downtown
retail. Afterwords has been closed for years.
Broken Books is there now. Broken Books is
several years old.
Sheilagh O'Leary had to vacate her seat in city
council to run for mayor against Doc O'Keefe,
to whom she very, very narrowly lost. That
mayoral campaign feels like eons ago, right?
Sheilagh was a contributor in our first issue.
She came onboard to run a municipal politics
column called City Matters.
Mallard Cottage, now a nationally renowned
restaurant and St. John's staple, was the first
new restaurant we profiled. Stephen Lee was
the first person interviewed for the paper,
and Mallard was our first photoshoot. Mallard
Cottage, new, how old are we? They've since
built an Inn and are set to launch 2 new
operations in 2019.
MARCH 2014
In Issue 2, Come from Away architect Jacob
Allderdice launched his column, Waking Up
in the City, to offer an outsider's view on our
local, townie issues. In his inaugural piece,
"Guinea Pigs on the Streets of St. John's," he
quipped, genuinely shocked, "In St. John's,
sidewalks are where you store the snow from
the road." Some things haven't changed ...
... But luckily some have. In her City Matters
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column, Sheilagh O'Leary asked, "Where are
all the female politicians at?" Cue to 2019, and
she's surrounded by some stellar ones on
St. John's city council.
Also in this issue: Keep Station Radio
launched its brief run, and Kevin Major's
novel, Hold Fast, hit the big screen.
APRIL 2014
Issue 3 had Elisabeth de Mariaffi & Steve
Maloney on the cover as two local artists
to watch, and well, we called it: they've
both risen to Household Name Status as
a Newfoundland author & Newfoundland
musician respectively.
Bistro Sophia's Chef Ruth Wigman appeared
on Top Chef Canada. Imagine how intimidating
it'd be to cook an Asian dish for celebrity chef
and TV personality David Chang.
Ed Riche really kicked off his contentious,
years-long column, Bay of Exploits, in this issue.
He argued that better funding for our full-time
artists, or the "creative class," would solve many
issues in our province, from diversifying and
boosting our economy, to creating a culture
that would attract immigrants and tourist alike.
No columnist for the paper landed me more
strongly worded emails, interestingly, from the
left and from the right, depending on his rant
of the month. You can read a lot of his Overcast
articles in his new book, Bag of Hammers.
MAY 2014
Mohamad Ali's opened up beside Fixed Coffee,
and Broken Books opened up underneath
it, revitalizing The War Memorial as a place
to just laze about with lunch or
something new to read. It's
probably where many people
were hunkered down when
they watched the viral
videos of Deanna King
throwing down about rat
problems in CBS.
Meghan McCabe might hold
a local record for the person
who has worked at the most

local media outlets. If you're
keeping track, she's at CBC
now. She spent a decently
long stint writing for The
Overcast, and in May of
2014, she launched her
"Straight Up" column
by tackling a story
about our province
jailing people who are
mentally ill, because
we had no better strategy
in place here to address the
intersection of crime and
mental illness.
Fun Fact:
Chris Conway, a
co-founder of the
recently opened
Landwash Brewery in
Mt. Pearl, launched
a
column this month called the Pondered Pint.
His long-running column covered everything
townies needed to know about beer. It was
perfectly timed, as NL was right on the cusp
of this craft beer revolution that has spread
across our province. Since this column
launched, the number of local microbreweires
in the province has more than quadrupled -and Chris himself opened the newest
local brewery!

Public Heritage Spaces, because
of the "inappropriate
development" approved by
city council at the time.
JULY 2014
Remember Aladdin's
Hookah Lounge on
Water Street? The one
some ill-conceived bill in
2017 shut down? It opened
this month.
Remember Republic of Doyle? It announced
in July of 2014 that it would be over when the
current season ended. In other film news: 25
year old local filmmaker Stephen Dunne had
just gotten a thumbs ups from Roger Ebert.
Remember when Frank Coleman was poised
to be our next premier (but Paul Davis got the
job?). In her column, Meghan McCabe walked
us through the scandal of Frank Coleman's
company landing contracts with the provincial
government.
AUGUST 2014

This was our very first "Best of St. John's"
issue. We put up polls for people to vote
for their favourite everything. Among the
highlights: The Club (RIP) really cleaned up in
JUNE 2014
the food categories, but Raymonds won best
restaurant and Mallard Cottage best new
Mary MacDonald, a former contributor not
restaurant. Green & Gold took Best Band and
just to this paper, but to the vitality
Best Album honours, for their stillof our province's vibrant arts
deadly album, The Body Knows
Chris Conway,
culture, was still a youngen
(find them on Spotify, their
who co-launched
20-something: she'd just been
second album is even better).
Landwash Brewery,
named a top 30 under 30 by
"Huge Rats Remix" won Best
wrote a column called
Blouin Art Info Canada.
Viral Video of the year, followed
The Pondered Pint
by comedian Matt Wright's car
Raymonds Restaurant was named
being totalled by a garbage truck
the best restaurant in Canada, for
slipping down an unploughed hill.
a second time in a row, by a jury of
The biggest local issue of the year?
50 peers for Vacy.ca's annual, thorough
#DarkNL. Which was followed by the gate
competition.
going up along the St. John's harbour front.
It's hard to remember the good old
days on an unobstructed view
of the harbour, or a stroll
along it, but the St. John's
Harbour wasn't always
barred away behind a
needless, impenetrable
gate. It was in June of
2014 that Heritage Canada
National Trust put the St.
John's Harbour front on its
list of the Top 10 Endangered

SEPTEMBER 2014
You don't see him around much anymore,
but he used to be a Water Street fixture. Terri
Coles got us the story behind the banjo-playing
busker by BMO, James Parsons. Turns out
he prefers street performance to bar shows
because "Live shows need more than venues,
they need promotion and rehersal." Also in
music news, The Once signed with Nettwerk,
went on a 7-month world tour with Passenger,
and rose to international acclaim.

"It seems our nationally noted nightmare is finally over, not
that it went gently into that good night ... a single spoiled ballot
short-circuited the entire convention when it warped the math
behind the vote count and hanged Davis half a vote short of a 50%-plus-onevote majority. It was like setting fire to a wasps’ nest. Convention organizers had to scour
downtown St. John’s for wayward Tories, dragging delegates out of bars and restaurants
and forcing them to come back and vote again. MHA Kevin Parsons had to leave his
daughter’s wedding, two young Tories had to cancel a date, and one guy had to dig through
a dumpster to find his voter card. In the chaos, Davis squeaked out an eleven-vote victory
and the rest is history ... rumours had been swirling all summer about a possible collusion
between Kent and Davis, and events on the convention floor suggested a conspiracy. It was
one thing for Kent to immediately endorse Davis, but when the floor suddenly flooded with
Davis swag in the Kent campaign’s distinctive electric yellow design, you couldn’t help but
wonder if the two were more deeply in cahoots than anyone imagined." - drew brown

Fare-y Tales

Our Anonymous
Cab Driver
Fare-y Tales
on Being a
was one of our most
popular columns in
Cab Driver
2014. Here's the first
So, you want to be

of the series!

a cabby eh. Well let’s
talk about that. You will
meet the social elite and the
social obsolete. Sometimes,
they’re the same person. They go

Saigon Bistro -- far too short lived!
-- opened on Freshwater Road.
Can you even remember who
ran against Paul Davis in
2014? Drew Brown provided
his witty 2 cents on Paul
Davis, Steve Kent, and John
Ottenheimer: the 3 men going
head to head to head in a race
to becoming next premiere. In other
political news, Seamus O'Reagan jumped
ship from TV to politics.
OCTOBER 2104
Paul Davis got in as premier, and as Drew
Brown's article on it relayed, it was an
intense night at the ballot boxes. "Convention
organizers had to scour downtown St. John's
for wayward Tories, dragging delegates out
of bars and restaurants and forcing them
to come back and vote again. MHA Kevin
Parsons had to leave his daughter's wedding."
This was also the month we launched what
became a very popular column, Fare-y Tales,
which gave readers a fly-on-the-wall look at
life as a cab driver. It was surprising to see
the extent to which cab drivers have their
tentacles in the underbelly of life in St. John's,
from drugs to sex work and rock & roll. "As
a taxi driver, I have been punched, kicked,
kissed, and told I'm loved. And that's just by
the guys," our anonymous source said, to kick
off his first of many articles. (Check out an
example on page 7) This was also the month
The Traveling Table launched. It was a local

precursor to Skip the Dishes.
Others would try and launched
the same service over the
years, such as Dashall.
NOVEMBER 2014
One of the city's most
prized music venues opened:
The Black Sheep.
One of the city's most prized restaurants
opened: Adelaide Oyster Bar.
Baden Canning won the Food Network's
$10,000 "Donut Showdown." Also, remember
when Karl Wells was the city's best known
food critic? We had Terri Coles find out how
Karl went from weatherman to food critic.
DECEMBER 2014
This was the month where, at least for
a handful of diners, their big Christmas
surprise was a Dodge Ram Ramming
through the window of a wingin' it in
Clarenville.
The Swinging Belles launched their (now)
Juno-winning career, and Jon Hynes won
The Overcast's very own, and inaugural
Borealis Music Prize.
We put out a call for local musicians to
submit original Christmas songs, or
Christmas covers, to our "Townie Christmas
Tunes" compilation. It will be available for free
in perpetuity at TheOvercast.Bandcamp.com.

Then there are the two loudest sounds
in the cab, which are pretty much
guaranteed to get the cabby’s attention.
The first one is the phrase, “I’m sick” and
the second is the sound of a zipper in the
back seat. Either way, there is going to be
a mess for the cabby to clean up … and
that’s just not going to happen.

downtown elite, and, depending
on how much they drink, they
come home the opposite.
As a taxi driver, I have been punched,
kicked, kissed, groped and told I am
loved. And … that’s just by the guys. The
“sobriety challenged” can be a nuisance.
Under the influence of alcohol, they can be
frustrated, angry, violent, or sick. Oh yes,
and you can throw in there, mumbling;
rambling incoherently; drooling and falling
off the seat.
I prefer stoners myself. They got the
munchies, got the giggles, or want to give
you a hug.
The drunk gets in the car and I ask,
“Where can I bring you my friend?” “Who
you looking at Cabby?” is the shouted and
angry reply. He’s ninety pounds and I’m
over three hundred.
The stoner gets in the cab and I ask.
“Where can I bring you my friend?” To
which the reply is, “I don’t care Cabby
man, let’s go to Clarenville. You got any
chips?” I love stoners.

What is it with these folks?
They have been downtown
all night. Nose to nose and
toes to toes, yet they feel
they have to consummate
their love in the back seat
of my cab?

Meet the fare that gets in the
cab downtown and has a dozen
wobbly pops and a pizza in his hand.
“Cabby, I want you to drive me home,
and I got five dollars left.”
“Where do you live?”
“Mount Pearl.”
“That beer and pizza looks pretty good
right now, my buddy.”
Try going up to the counter at the grocery
store and telling them you only have five
bucks left and your groceries cost twenty,
but you want them for five, and see what
they say. Good luck with that!
Having said all of that, you meet some
very interesting, kind, courteous
and caring people. They make it all
worthwhile.
There is so much more to know about
the taxi industry. Laws governing the
industry; Interactions with tourists;
the local drug business; Prostitution;
George Street; the scoop on the student
population and the local arts scene.
I’ll be back next month with another
take on taxi driving.

UNDERGROUND VOICES In 2015 we profiled life in an industry most of us know little
about. "Underground Voices," written by Kerri Cull, shared a different story from a
different sex worker every month, as insight into "The Oldest Profession in the Oldest
City in Canada." Check them out by searching "Underground Voices" at The Overcast.ca
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The Pandemonium of Paul
Davis's Election to Premier

Local Chef
Representing
NL At Canadian
Culinary
Championship
BY FELICITY ROBERTS

Chef Katie Hayes of the Bonavista
Social Club is representing the
province at The Canadian Culinary
Championships in Kelowna this
February.
The Canadian Culinary Championships is a
competitive national culinary competition
which happens in eleven cities annually. It
starts with regional competitions, and the
gold medal winners at each event go on

moose to feed six hundred and fifty
people up to Kelowna.

The event also features live
This year Chef Katie Hayes of
No local chef has
music, fine wine, and craft
The Bonavista Social Club will
returned with gold.
beers,
plus many prominent
head up to the arid climes of
Pressure's on,
Canadian
athletes in attendance.
the Okanagan to represent our
Katie!
She’s
set
to
face 3 seperate
boreal province. Garry Gosse of
challenges:
A
“Mystery
Wine Pairing”
Harbour Breeze Catering went home
(chefs are given a mystery bottle of
with the silver medal from Newfoundland’s
wine
and are challenged to create a dish
rd
competition this year, and 3 place went to
with local ingredients that best complement
Kyle Puddester of Fork.
the mysterious vintage), a “Black Box
Competition” (Chefs will be given a black box
Previous local gold winners have included
containing a small array of diverse foods,
Jeremy Charles (Raymonds), Shaun Hussey
and must produce and plate a spectacular
(Chinched), and on two separate occasions,
dish for the national judges – all in one short
Roger Andrews. However no one has returned
hour), and the Grand Finale (Chefs create
with the gold, so pressure is on, Katie.
their best dish for guests to sample, paired
(Charles won silver in his trip up to Kelowna.)
with a Canadian beverage from their regional
competition.)
The meal that won Katie the opportunity? A
moose duo of puff pastry stuffed with moose
Chef Hayes is well versed in the world of
stew, and thin slices of medium rare tenderloin
high level, high pressure competitions. She
stacked delectably nearby. It was accompanied
says she doesn’t love competing, but loves
by root vegetables from her restaurant’s
everything that comes with it. The people,
garden, and finished with parsnip puree and
places, experiences, and lessons learned.
partridgeberry gel. With her work now cut
Her own experiences have taken her to such
places as Germany, Dubai, and Ireland (where
out for her, she will be taking a crew of seven
she met husband Shane). “I love service. I
along with her to the finals, and enough

Are you a newcomer to St. John’s?
Looking for Employment Services?

Check out

MyNewStJohns.ca
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Katie Goes
To Kelowna!

to compete in Kelowna for the
career changing first place prize.

also love being in the dishpit,” she says of
restaurant life. Enjoying both the social and
solitary aspects, she loves the kitchen best.
The restaurant’s gardens, growing everything
from carrot and turnip to horseradish and
basil, matter to her a lot. “People should know
where their food comes from,” she says.
Chef Hayes must fundraise the money
herself for the Kelowna trip, and the St.
John’s culinary and arts community has lent
a generous helping hand. On January 19th,
Mallard Cottage held a dinner and live auction
hosted by Alan Doyle to assist her in getting
there. Chef Hayes speaks glowingly of the
support she has received, and it’s looking
like 2019 could be her year.

THE THOUGHTFUL CONVERSATION
WITH CHAD BENNETT

THE
EQUALIZATION
ABSURDITY
In 2019-20, the Federal government
will transfer nearly $20 billion
to the provinces which qualify
for equalization. Five provinces
will split the winnings; Prince
Edward Island, Nova Scotia, New
Brunswick, Quebec, and Manitoba.
Newfoundland and Labrador hasn't
qualified for a single dime of Federal
equalization help since 2008.
The modern equalization program began
in 1982, as part of the Canada Act 1982, a
change to the constitution; "Parliament and
the Government of Canada are committed
to the principle of making equalization
payments to ensure that provincial
governments have sufficient revenues to
provide reasonably comparable levels of
public services at reasonably comparable
levels of taxation." (Subsection 36(2) of the
Constitution Act, 1982).
In general terms, equalization is meant to be
alms for the poor; our collective federation
pools resources and then distributes them
on a need-based system. The Department
of Finance states that: "Equalization is the
government of Canada's transfer program
for addressing fiscal disparities among
provinces. Equalization payments enable
less prosperous provincial governments to
provide their residents with public services
that are reasonably comparable to those
in other provinces." So why were these five
provinces chosen for 2019?
Essentially the Federal government looks
at what each province earns, their GDP, and

divides that number by the total population
The Federal government seems blissfully
of that province to arrive at what it terms a
unaware of economies of scale.
fiscal capacity, the amount of money that the
province generates per capita. The GDP of
OUR UNIQUE GEOGRAPHY &
the qualifying provinces are as follows:
POPULATION DYNAMICS NEED
P.E.I $42,157 Nova Scotia $42,640
TO BE TAKEN INTO ACCOUNT
New Brunswick $43,818 Quebec
Chad Bennett's
$46,126 and Manitoba $50,820.
Geography and demographics
column has become
are the next greatest sources
our most popular
Newfoundland and Labrador
of cost when providing
column. Here's one
generates $56,935 per capita.
services to a given population.
last Conversation
Starter for the
If your province happens to
road!
be in the bottom five of the 10
The more spread out a population
provinces then you receive Federal
is, and the older that population
transfer payments to help raise your
is, the more expensive they become.
level of service. Which would be perfectly
Nova Scotia is only 1/3 of the size of
reasonable if provinces were labs and
Newfoundland and Labrador, with more
people bacteria. Unfortunately for us, people
than twice our population, and with younger
have long since broken free of the cozy
demographics to boot, meaning $10 in
confines of beakers and Petri dishes and
Nova Scotia goes as far as $20
real world conditions hold sway.
in our province. The current
formula completely
THE PROCESS IGNORES OUR
ignores the question of
PROVINCIAL DEBT IN ITS CALCULATION
whether equalization
payments actually
Each and every province has vastly
result in equalization
different initial conditions, none of which
of services.
are accounted for. Take this notion of
fiscal capacity. If you or I go to a bank for a
Instead, the Federal
mortgage, the bank will quickly assess our
government continues to
incomes (GDP) before immediately looking
insist that not only are we
into the amount of debt we are carrying.
wealthier than Nova Scotia,
This generates a much more accurate
but that Nova Scotians are
picture of how much you can actually
poverty stricken in
afford. If a sizable portion of your income is
comparison to us.
being spent on debt repayment, you can't
They must be
then turn around and spend it again on
living in hovels in
something else. The Federal government
Halifax.
does not take debt into account in its wealth
assessments. This feat of wilful obtuseness,
In the last 10 years,
like a butterfly flying with one wing, would
Ontario has qualified
be a marvel of the age if it weren't so tragic.
9 times, so they must
be plague ridden in Toronto. In
Moving beyond fiscal capacities, we must
Quebec, for the amount of money they have
consider a province's real world conditions,
received in the last 10 years, they must
its population size, geography, and
be living in the middle ages, troglodytes
demographics. With greater numbers comes
perhaps who lick lichen from rocks. And In
with it an inherent virtue, something termed
Manitoba, the richest of the poor provinces
economies of scale. Economies of scale
in comparison, must only be dealing with
produce cost advantages from numerical
sewage free flowing in the streets of
size, the greater the number, the lower the
Winnipeg. Based on the Federal metric
cost per unit. Meaning, the more people you
for wealth in this country, this must be the
have in your province, the cheaper it becomes
conclusion our government has come to.
to provide services to them per person.

ANOTHER LEVEL ABSURDITY:
EQUALIZATION PAYMENTS ARE
UNCONDITIONAL
There is yet another level of absurdity to
this equalization story. A clause caught my
eye, which states: "Equalization payments
are unconditional. Receiving provinces
are free to spend the funds according to
their own priorities." Free money that you
can spend on whatever you want, that is
an extraordinary caveat, and one we can
happily exploit.
The Federal government only cares about
money per person, so we need to either
earn less money or more interestingly
we could hire 70,000 people to move to
Newfoundland and Labrador. It really
doesn't matter who they are or
what they do, we just need
the numbers.
They could be 70,000
refugees to drop by
for a chat, or 70,000
sidewalk snow
removers, or hell
we could even hire
70,000 mimes from
France. We could put
one on every corner just to
freak people out. And here's the
kicker, because our population would
be greater, our per capita GDP would fall
below Manitoba's, and therefore we would
qualify for equalization transfer payments,
money which we can spend however we
saw fit, including paying the salaries of
70,000 mimes. In fact if we received as
much money as Manitoba will this year,
we could afford to pay each mime a salary
of $16.56 per hour. What's our minimum
wage, again?
The manner with which equalization is
being handled has nothing to do with
addressing fiscal disparities or enabling
less prosperous provinces to provide
comparable services. To the detriment
of our country, Federal equalization has
been carried out in the most absurd way
possible, but you don't need to take my
word for it, just ask the mimes.

Newfoundland and Labrador hasn't qualified for a single dime of Federal equalization help since 2008...
because the federal government does not take debt into account in its wealth assessments.
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Flashback to 2015
Take It as a Quiz

What do you
remember about
the year we all wore
scarves & mittens
in August?

Ah, yes, 2015. The year that
gonorrhoea & syphilis hit their
highest rate in our province since
Newfoundland joined Canada! Yes,
really. Check out how well you
remember 2015 by taking this quiz.

Cronenberg, Atom Egoyan,
and Xavier Dolan at the
Canadian Screen Awards.

JANUARY 2015
2015 kicked off with Premier Davis at war
with Stephen Harper over hundreds of
millions of dollars that Harper was trying to
play takesy backsies with. It was also the
month Hava Java was absorbed by Jumping
Bean, and the month that The Peaceful Loft
opened on Water Street. But the most popular
retail story of the month was that Dave Rowe
announced he'd be re-opening which recently
shuttered cultural staple and family business?

APRIL 2015
In the same month our tourism industry
became a billion dollar industry, a local
politician was making us look bad. MP Scott
Andrews was the latest white man in power
to blame allegations of sexual misconduct on
something other than himself. In his case, he
famously blamed it on ...

A
B
C

O'Brien's Music
Chafe & Sons LTD
Velma's

FEBRUARY 2015
In February, Chinched Bistro won our first
ever Burger Battle, and we launched Overcast
Radio. Meanwhile, up in Labrador, Cassandra
Marshall opened her bag of Green Giant Frozen
Broccoli, and found this inside the bag, among
her broccoli spears. The story went national.
A
B
C

An American $100 bill
A lizard head
A half-smoked cigarette

MARCH 2015
All winter-long, the city was protesting the
nonsense logic of cutting funding to The
Arts in order to compensate for a slump in
oil money. To put into perspective just how
little we invest in The Arts in our province,
Ed Riche's column title this month semifamously said, "Your annual investment
in local artists costs less than a bag of
chips." Speaking of the Arts, what local film
was racking up accolades and screening
internationally this month? It was also up
against new movies by film giants like David
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A
B
C

A
B
C

Cast No Shadow
The Devil You Didn't Know
Cardinals

What she was wearing.
Jovial Newfoundland friendliness.
Having drank a double Caesar, thinking
it was a single.

MAY 2015
Tara Jane Feener's "100 Days of
Newfoundland" project went viral, The
Merchant Tavern opened on Water Street, and
The Autism Society's Mobile Gardening Unit
won our first ever $10,000 Albedo Grant. But
the news cycle was dominated by the tragic,
fatal police shooting of Don Dunphy on Easter
weekend. What prompted a police officer to
visit Dunphy that morning?
A
B
C

No one knows.
A Facebook Comment that he was in
imminent danger
A Tweet to MHA Collins, that was 		
perceived as a threat to the premier.

JUNE 2015
The Overcast won the City of St. John's
Discovery Award for innovation in promoting
the city to the province and the world! We also
ran a mini food challenge: Five restaurants
made a poutine using Five Bros cheese. Celtic
Hearth won. And in all 5 of our years, we only
did one special themed issue. Special guest
co-editor, Chris Shortall, helped create an
issue devoted to Food, Food Producers, Food

Vendors, and Food Security in NL. Were you
paying attention? While it's true we rely on
ferries to import far too much of our food, our
province is totally self-sufficient in producing
enough of which of the following items to
keep us fed in the event of ferry delays?
A
B
C

Beef
Pork
Eggs

JULY 2015
You can't make this stuff up. Here's a snippet
from a story this month. "When auditor
general Terry Paddon told the provincial
government that its reliance on consultants
is needlessly and excessively costly, Premier
Davis responded by … "
A

B
C

Hiring an external consultant to review
the practice of hiring external 		
consultants.
Firing Paddon.
Hiring an external consultant to analyze
Paddon's process.

AUGUST 2015
It was cold enough to wear a winter coat
most of the month, remember that? To help
you cope, L.P started his long-running "Local
Plonks" column this month, to guide you
towards good wine under $20 at the NLC.
Sushi Nami Royale and The WaterShed (aka
"Petty Harbour Cafe") quickly became staples
in our food ecosystem, and Poyo started
slinging Mexican fare late nights out of The
Sprout. We also ran a quest to find the best
cocktail in town, and asked the public to
join us. Because that's quality investigative
journalism, and a very good thing to know, at
the end of a long, long week. Who won?
A
B
C

"The El Camino" at Adelaide.
"The Cilantro Margarita" at
Chicnhed Bistro
"The Tetley Tea-ni" at The Vinyl Room (RIP)

SEPTEMBER 2015
What a grand month: local graphic designer
Jud Haynes made an album cover for
astronaut Chris Hadfield, chef Roary
MacPherson won Chopped Canada, and David
Primmer did what with this lottery winnings?
A
B
C

Opened a restaurant called The Social
House (later renamed to The Fifth Ticket)
Bought the rights to CODCO, in a failed
attempt to revive the show.
Made a big show about the crappy 		

weather in NL and moved to his new
villa in Spain
OCTOBER 2015
A Scandalous month. Our cover story was
called, "Exercise Your Right to Exorcise This
Demon from Parliament," and it depicted
Stephen Harper as Linda Blair from The
Excorcist, and detailed 35 reaons to boot him
out. We made local and then national news
there were Overcast racks in voting stations, so
the image may have influenced voters. Mission
accomplished? Harper lost to Trudeau. Sadly,
two Iconic restaurants, The Club & Aqua lost to
being behind on taxes. We also lost a legendary
man and artist this month:
A
B
C

Christopher Pratt
Grant Boland
Gerald Squires

NOVEMBER 2015
Third Place Tonic launched their very successful
cocktail supplement company this month, but
not even a proper Gin & Tonic could've cured
what ailed former premier Danny Williams in
November of 2015. Williams owned the St.
John's IceCaps, and had complete control over
advertising in Mile One stadium, including who
could own a suite. Who did Danny Williams
famously evict from their box in Mile One
Centre, because he said they'd "defamed him."
A
B
C

Coast 101.1
The Telegram
The Overcast

DECEMBER 2015
MUN student Katy Warren won "Canada's
Smartest Person," Evoo launched in The
Murray Premises, and Vicky Murphy retired
her high-voltage parenting column, The
Motherload. As always, we closed out the
year with a People's Choice Awards issue.
The public voted on their favourite local
everything. Who won best brunch, and in
fact, has never not won best brunch in The
Overcast's People's Choice Awards?
A
B
C

Bagel Cafe
Mallard Cottage
McDonald's

ANSWERS
Jan: A Feb: B Mar: A Apr: B May: C
June: C July: A August: A Sept: A
Oct: C Nov: B Dec: B

Where Is
She Now?

Back in 2015, Annie McEwen
produced two podcasts for
The Overcast.
These days, she’s working as a producer
for Radiolab in Manhattan. Radiolab.
Millions of peopel stream episodes of
Radiolab every week, all across the world.
It’s arguably the best podcast in North
America. Radiolab has won Peabody
Awards, and the MacArthur Genius grant.
The show has an archive of hundreds of
episodes, and has toured sold out shows
continent-wide. It’s carried on more than
500 stations worldwide.
The podcasts Annie made for The Overcast
were None the Wiser and The Overcast
Fiction Podcast.
None the Wiser was hosted by Bryan
Power, and dissected a different theme
each episode. "Episode 1: Intimacy"
featured kids talking about love, a
love story from the St. John’s Battery,
submitted horror stories about online
dating, and brave demonstration of the
perfect kiss. Episode 2: Awkwardness,
explored what its interview subjects — a
Brazilian wax client (live on the scene!), a
cancer patient, a not-white guy from St.
John’s, and meeting someone in a bar —
had in common.
“The Overcast Fiction Podcast” had a local
author read and discuss a short story from
another local author.
PODCASTS FEEL MORE POPULAR
THAN EVER. WHY DO YOU THINK THIS
IS THE CASE?
I would love to answer this question
with something poetic, like, because of

But really, I think it’s as simple as people
like stories, and now they have iPhones, so
they can carry these stories around with
them as they do laundry, drive to work, and
go grocery shopping. Rather unromantic,
but I think true.
HOW DID YOU END UP LEAVING
NEWFOUNDLAND FOR RADIOLAB IN
BROOKLYN?
Graduating with an MA in Folklore, I
had no clue what to do next. I knew I
wanted to work hard doing something I
felt was worthwhile, creative, and with a
collaborative team, but I had no idea what
that might look like.
So I was so damned lucky that Chris Brookes
of Battery Radio in St. John's took me under
his wing, and mentored me in the art of radio.
Enough good stuff cannot be said about that
man. He is the most generous, most humble,
most brilliant. I’m sure he hates that I wrote
that but tough baloney.
Chris let me work with him on some
amazing audio projects like [Here]say and
Inside Outside Battery, and when I was
existentially floundering around like an
idiot, he more or less told me I was going
to make radio. Which I eventually did.
Slowly at first, here and there, picking
up odd jobs (even making a few podcast
episodes for The Overcast). I made an
NL-focused audio piece about heartbreak
(Here I Am and Here be Danger), and I
also attended an amazing 9-week radio
workshop called Transom down in Woods
Hole, MA (which I would highly recommend
to anyone interested in making radio).
Then I began to regularly work for a theatre
company called Fixt Point, based in Toronto,
which meant I got to travel around the
country in a jeep producing multimedia
performances (one starring the dazzling
Petrina Bromley, who is now a massive
Broadway star). Anyway, one day I was on
my lunch break up in Cochrane, Ontario,

eating an egg sandwich
by the side of the road,
and decided to check
twitter. The manager
of Radiolab had
sent me a message
asking if I wanted to
come try out working
for them. It really was as
random and mysterious as
that. I went down to NYC
and the place nearly
Millions of
blew my head off,
people stream
and now I’ve been
episodes of Radiolab
working here for
every week,
about 3 years.
worldwide
HOW WOULD
YOU DESCRIBE
RADIOLAB TO SOMEONE?
Radiolab is a highly produced documentary
podcast that is driven by a genuine
curiosity about the world around us. We
explore a wide variety of topics including
science, history, philosophy, human
nature, technology, anything that’s
interesting!
It’s a fascinating place to work, because
you are always kicking around ideas,
learning new things, and collaborating like
maniacs with your colleagues. We eat a
lot of late-night pizza. (Which isn’t saying
much because it’s New York, so everyone
and their mother is eating late-night pizza.)
WHAT'S BEEN A FAVOURITE RECENT
EPISODE OR 2 FOR YOU THAT YOU'VE
WORKED ON? ANY REASON WHY?
The most recent episode I worked on
was called Apologetical, an exploration
of what it means to make amends in an
increasingly secular world.
It mattered a lot to me because I really
cared about the people in it. One woman
in particular, Leilani Schweitzer, was
amazing. Her son died because of
mistakes that happened at two different
hospitals. One hospital shut her out,
the other opened up to her, explained
everything, and apologized. Leilani now
works for that second hospital, the
place where her son died, as the person
who does the apologizing. She let me

interview her about
this heartbreaking
moment in her life
and I am so grateful
for that.
That’s the amazing
thing about working
in radio/podcasting —
people are so, so generous
with their time, their ideas, their
lives. They tell you their stories and trust
you with them as you edit the heck out of
them, and add sound design and music
and writing. I am constantly in awe of this
generosity, and feel a huge burden to do
justice to these people’s stories.
I’ve loved so many of the episodes I’ve
worked on, but I think two of my favourites
are From Tree to Shining Tree, where we
learn about the incredible network that
connects all the trees in the forest, and
Oliver Sipple — a story about a gay man
whose decision to save the life of the
president ended up destroying his own.
CAN YOU SUGGEST A PODCAST
YOU'VE BEEN LISTENING TO THIS
MONTH?
I confess I don’t listen to enough podcasts. I
think my ears are so tired of radio at the end
of the day that I’d rather read or listen to
music. BUT, there is incredible stuff coming
out all the time. Nancy; S-Town; Love Me;
Still Processing; The Daily; Heavyweight;
99% Invisible; Reply All; This American Life;
Radio Diaries; On the Media, etc, etc, etc.
The podcast I’m kind of into right now
is called, “Where Should We Begin?” It’s
very simple, very minimally edited. You’re
just listening in on a couple’s counselling
session as they talk to their therapist, a
very smart woman named Esther Perel. It
sounds sort of boring, but it’s absolutely
fascinating. It feels like you’re right there
in the room with these people as they
bravely struggle to decode each other
and themselves. Rarely is radio this raw,
intimate, or illuminating.
There’s also this great podcast that I’m kind
of jazzed about called Everything is Alive
where the host interviews inanimate objects
like a tooth, an elevator, or a can of cola.
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Annie
McEwen

their intimate nature, podcasts help us
to understand each other, and in this
maddeningly rushed and increasingly
isolated world, people are craving that
connection more than ever...

What's a burger's best friend?

A

$5

pint of Quidi Vidi Beer!

All February at your favorite Restaurants
with purchase of a burger

Bernard Stanley's Boca's Chinched Bistro EVOO Fort Amherst Pub Gypsy Tea Room
Jag Magnum & Steins Mallard Cottage Merchant Tavern PJ Billington's Seto
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#overcastburgerbattle
THE

FINAL
ROUND

shiitake mushrooms. The patty is
seasoned with lemongrass, cilantro,
garlic, and chilies. Served on a sesame
Rave for your
seed bun with Mu Wan (caramelized
favourite burgers on
pork belly), coconut curry mayonnaise,
theovercast.ca!
sweet thai ketchup, sui choy coleslaw,
and a peanut crumble. Served with a
choice of fries/salad/soup. ($18)

It's February. It's Burger
Battle o'clock. Time to get out
of the house and pump up your
iron levels.
This is the final round. So we didn't hold
back: 21 burgers is the most we've ever let
in (it was an Excel Sheet glitch, to be perfectly
honest. But all the more of a challenge to
past Burger Battle warriors like Katherine
Neil to get out and try every one of them,
one last time). Will Seto do the impossible,
and win Critic's Pick for a 3rd year in a row?
Will the original Burger Battle champion,
Chinched Bistro, reclaim their burger glory?
Who knows, but don't forget to cast your
votes for your favourite burger in the poll at
TheOvercast.ca. And note that many of these
places will have a $5 Quidi Vidi Beer special
with the burger.

BOCA TAPAS BAR

Beer Sauces (made with Split Rock Brewing
Co Red Rye Ale). Served on a rosemary bun,
with kettle chips. ($18.99)
GYPSY TEA ROOM

The Stellan Burger Ground chuck, duck
bacon, berry ketchup, five brothers cheese
curds, crispy pickle red onion, and local
greens on a house-made brioche bun, served
with chips & dip. ($14)

Boca Belotta Burger A beef and chorizo
patty, topped with melted manchego cheese,
roasted red pepper, Spanish pickles, and
a creamy romesco sauce. It's served on a
toasted brioche bun, garnished with sweet
drop pepper, olive, and chorizo chips. Served
with a side of truffle patata bravas and grated
parmesan. ($14.95)

JAG

Lamb Donair Burger A lamb donair burger,
made with Haricot Farm lamb, and a housemade
donair sauce. It's topped with marinated
cucumber, feta, and tomato, and served on a
brioche bun. Side of pita chips. ($18)

CELTIC HEARTH

Jerk Chicken Burger A deep fried jerk

Celtic Potluck Burger Our signature 6oz

chicken burger, with jalepeno mac 'n cheese,
and garlic & chive aioli ($13.95)

CHINCHED BISTRO

Spicy Italian Hero Burger Spicy italian
sausage patties, mortadella, salami, tomato
relish, pickled onions, 5 Brothers Chili Jack,
garlic caper mayo. ($13)

MALLARD COTTAGE

Blue Dot Burger P.E.I Blue Dot, dry-age
beef patty, with American cheddar, housesmoked bacon, ketchup, mustard, and pickles
on a brioche bun, topped with a pickled onion
ring. Served with shoestring fries. 1/4 lb
during brunch service ($20) or 1/2 lb during
dinner service ($25) ($20/$25)

BERNARD STANLEY'S GASTROPUB

BSG Drunken Saucy Mess
8oz beef and pork burger patty stuffed with
mozzarella cheese, with QV cappuccino stout
and dark chocolate BBQ braised pork belly,
roasted garlic aioli, roasted corn and red
pepper salsa, crispy jalapeños, and an over
easy egg. Served on a pretzel bun, with a side
of truffle fries. ($17)
BIG BOY BAOS

General Tso Chicken Bao-ger
A General Tso chicken Bao-ger, with shredded
cabbage and carrot sesame slaw. Choice of a
side. *Only available on Skip the Dishes and
Seto’s late night menu. ($18)

EVOO (VEG)

MERCHANT TAVERN

Double Beyond Meat Burger

Alder Berry Moose Burger

The "Double Beyond" comes with jalapeno
sunflower cheddar sauce, fried pickles, garlic
aioli, and a side of pickled red onion rings. ($24)

A moose burger on an alder berry brioche bun,
with house-smoked bacon, gruyere cheese,
caramelized shallot aioli, and arugula. ($27)

FORT AMHERST PUB

MILL STREET BREW PUB
Basque Burger A housemade chorizo
burger on a fresh bun, with manchego cheese.
It's topped with greens, avocado crema, and
pickled red onion. Served with Spanish fries.
(Recommended Beer Pairing:
Millstreet Rye Rye Tee). ($17)

Striploin, Rib & Foie Gras Burger
2 fresh ground AAA striploin patties, braised
short rib, aged white cheddar, balsamic
roasted beet slaw, grainy dijon + burnt
rosemary marrownaise, and iceberg lettuce,
with cured foie gras. Served with shoe string
fries and house seasoning. ($25)

PIATTO
GUV'NORS PUB

The Napoletano

BLUE ON WATER

Big Red Beef Burger A seasoned beef

Thai Fighter Burger An 8 ounce

patty with Canadian back bacon and deep fried
cheese curds, smothered in our house BBQ

They've dubbed it
"The Best Pizza
Burger You've Ever

40/40/20 blended patty of pork, beef, and

PJ BILLINGTON'S

PJ’s Chili Cheese-burger
Fresh ground beef patty, housemade chili,
crispy tortilla chips, 5 Brothers Logy Bay
pepper jack cheese, iceberg lettuce on a
pretzel bun served with nacho cheese sauce
and choice of side. ($16)
SAUCY MOUTH FOOD TRUCK (VEG)

Beyond Bibimbop Burger
MAGNUM & STEINS

Moose burger, topped with mac and cheese, beer
braised ham, crispy onions, and spicy ketchup.
It's served with potato salad, coleslaw, and french
fries. ($24.95)

Had." Grass-fed PEI beef patty, fior di latte
mozzarella, warm ragu, their custom-made
Chinched pepperoni (fried until crispy), basil
aioli, fresh tomato, and arugula. Served on a
baked-to-order pizza-dough bun, straight out
of their wood-fired oven. Add a side caesar
for $3. ($15)

Beyond meat veggie patty, arugula, kimchi
‘slaw (housemade kimchi with NL cabbage,
cucumbers, and carrots), over easy fried
egg, spicy mayo, gochujang sauce, and nori
crumble on a Rocket Bakery black brioche
sesame bun (made with activated charcoal).
Served with a side of house cut double
fried fries. ($18)
SETO

Chinese BBQ Duck Burger
Chinese BBQ duck burger, with spicy peanut
butter, pickled cabbage & onion, and crispy
bits, on a sesame milk bun. Served with
duck fat taters. ($26)
THE SHIP PUB
Hail Caesar A smoked mushroom and beef
patty, with tomato jam, house pickles, celery
salted kettle chips, lettuce, roasted tomato
& black pepper aioli, and a deep fried bean.
Served on a handmade bun. ($13.99)
YELLOWBELLY

Chicken Skin & Grilled Pork Burger
Served on a homemade crusty
pretzel bun, with pineappleonion dip, beetroot,
cucumber slaw, and fried
herbed cream cheese.
Side of root vegetable
fries. ($12.95)
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Some Things We'd
Totally Follow Up on for
Stories in March's Issue
... If There Was Going To
Be a March Issue
People seem to think the main
challenge of being an editor at a paper
is coming up with content everyday.
Literally, every day. It was never an
issue though, to fill an issue. For such a
small province, we're rich with stories,
doers, and dud decisions.
Reading stuff, other news included, is a great
way to spark questions you think would
make for a good article. In fact, in re-reading
all old issues of The Overcast from 2016, I
countlessly thought, "That'd be a good story
to follow up on now, years later." Here's a few
examples.
JANUARY 2016
NLC GETS AN “F” FROM
RESTAURANT CANADA
A Quote
"The report declares that the NLC plagues the
food boom we’re having here. Our restaurants
have only one place to buy booze from, the
NLC, which the report card describes as a
'liquor monopoly that offers little choice and
among the highest prices in Canada ... such a
system robs the people of NL of the obvious
benefits of competition and choice ... It all
speaks to an out-of-date, inflexible system
... most importantly, it creates costs borne
ultimately by the consumer.”
The Follow-up Story
Everyone complains about the cost of drinks
at restaurants here, but restaurants have
to buy their booze and wine at NLC prices,
and mark it way up to turn a profit. Costly
bills deter people from eating out more. NLC
policies and their monopoly on selling alcohol
is harming local businesses. Do a poll to
validate this claim, then talk about what's
done in other provinces that help restaurants
offer more reasonable prices on drink menus.
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A Quote
"In Havana, Cuba, there’s this place called
The Art Factory. It's an amazing re-purposed
space featuring live performances, readings,
bands, art exhibits, screenings, dances, and
food and drink—all at once. There’s a two
dollar cover charge and a thirty minute line-up
to get in on a Wednesday night. Why isn't
there a lineup outside The Rooms? Why isn't
it as bustling
as it could, and should be?"
The Follow-up Story
Is it fair to imply The Rooms should be more
like The Art Factory? Since this article was
published, programming at The Rooms has
gotten more diverse and plentiful. Is The
Rooms working towards this? Open to this?
What should The Rooms be making more
room for, in the eyes of the general public, the
arts community, and The Rooms?
APRIL 2016
A BRIEF ECO-CULINARY
GUIDE TO HARES
A Quote
"1.5 million rabbits are consumed in the
province annually. Breeding like rabbits is not
a meaningless phrase."
The Follow-up Story
Despite having this bounty of wild, lean
meat in our wilderness, most townies
wouldn't know how to trap a hare, skin a
hare (relatively easy!), and prepare a hare dish
recipe from the vaults of their mind. We're
lame, and the apocalypse is coming! Write
an article on what bunch of local chefs do to
source and prepare hare, to turn more people
on to this wild local food.
MAY 2016
CALL THE QUESTION
A Quote
"We’ve been debating the merits and methods
of saving St. John’s built heritage for as long
as I can remember. It wasn’t such a pressing
concern in the worst of times because it
wasn’t worthwhile knocking the old stuff
down ... I’m as happy with an architecturally
adventurous new building as another twee
Victorian. But I’ve not seen much of the
former and no one is coming here for the
Boston Pizza."
The Follow-up Story
People get very upset over heritage buildings
coming down, but how much do we actually
know about our built heritage? It would be

PHOTO: SPECIALTYFABRICSREVIEW.COM

Flashback
to 2016

MARCH 2016
IS THERE TOO MUCH ROOM
IN THE ROOMS?

neat to run a 2-page spread that posts 10
photos of 10 heritage buildings in town,
with a brief history below them, and we
then challenge readers to identify them by
name (based on the photo and description).
It's perfectly legit to be sad about heritage
buildings coming down for a new condo, but
our level of attachment to buildings we know
nothing about (until it's being bulldozed), is
interesting fodder too.
JUNE 2016
$750,000 FOR A FIXED LINK
FEASIBILITY STUDY – IS IT GOOD,
IS IT BAD?
A Quote
"Hot on the heels of the contentious austerity
budget, The Government spoke of spending
$750,000 on assessing the viability of a tunnel
connecting Newfoundland to Labrador. The
idea is, a connecting tunnel would diversify
our economy and save money expenditures in
the long run."
The Follow-up Story
It's an idea worth revisiting and getting some
expert opinions on. PEI’s Confederation Bridge
has dramatically boosted tourism revenue
for Prince Edward Island, and Premier Ball
implied a Fixed Link between Newfoundland &
the mainland would do the same for tourism
here. It would also be a good thing for food
security: we are notoriously dependent on
food shipped in ferries that are often delayed.
Its creation would create jobs too, so maybe
Ball is sitting on this for the next election.
AUGUST 2016
THE NEED FOR NEIGHBOURHOOD
BUSINESSES: MALLARD COTTAGE IS
CREATING CULTURE, NOT CONGESTION
A Quote
"If a place like Georgestown Bakery or
Mallard Cottage does cause traffic, it’s only
a sign that the people going there are going
there because their own neighbourhood
doesn’t have a bakery or good restaurant
... Go to Montreal and find me a popular

neighbourhood that doesn’t have its own
delis and cafes and bookshops and bars.
Conversely, explore St. John’s and show me
a neighbourhood that does.
The Follow-up Story
Conduct a policy review that details how our
city fails to foster whole neighbourhoods.
Review the official reasons provided by
citizens of St. John's as to why they do not
want businesses in their neighbourhoods. Is it
generally consensus, or do 1 or 2 unopposed
voices always shut them down?
NOVEMBER 2016
NL GOV INVESTS IN A COMPANY
LAUNCHED BY A WORLD-RECORD
HOLDER IN HOT AIR BALLOONING
A Quote
"Dynamic Air Shelters was founded by a man,
Harold Warner, who holds world records for
hot air balloon flying. During his 25 years
of ballooning, he was competitive on an
international scale, and once held nearly 10
world records. Warner’s company began as
an innovator and creator of hot air balloons
in 1981, but these days it uses a similar
technology to create convenient new things,
like inflatable shelters for disaster relief
efforts ... when Typhoon Haiyan took out a
hospital in Southeast Asia in 2013, Dynamic
Air Shelters quickly inflated a field hospital in
the area."
The Follow-up Story
Obviously this deserves a full page spread.
NOVEMBER 2016
MEET THE OTHER DANNY WILLIAMS:
THE GUY BUILDING STEAMPUNK
TATTOO GUNS IN CARBONEAR
The Follow-up Story
What would these two bond over? It was a
missed opportunity to not have asked the
former premier Danny Williams, and the
steampunk tattoo artist, Danny Williams, to
sit down and chat so we could see how long
it took to find some common ground. What
would that common ground be?

A man without a pilot license crashed a
plane in Mitchell's Brook.

every day things. Nathan Gates
was named the winner.

The female correctional facility
in Clarenville was so overpacked
that women were being shipped
into the all male Her Majesty's
Pen in St. John's.

Sequence Bio became the first Atlantic Canadian
company to attract investment from the famed
Silicon Valley.

Mustard pickles came off
the shelves and we all
went mad.

It was the year that the cost of cauliflower was
high enough to make the news (and we ran a
gag article on a new Cauliflower downpayment
assistance program).

We launched a YouTube
series called [UnSeen],
about new Canadians in
Newfoundland.

Brenda Seymour was brave enough to stand
up against the sexism and disrespect women
face in their workplace. Shockingly, pictures
emerged of a town divided and women and

On the music front, The Swinging
Belles won a Juno, Repartee rose to national
acclaim with their album All Lit Up, and The
Overcast's Borealis Music Prize sussed out

The great Pokemon
Go craze really
piqued in August
of 2016
There was a crash
landing in Gander ... and
Bay De Verde was evacuated because
of a fire at the fish plant.
A new injunction finally prevented protestors
from being within 40 meters of abortion clinics.
Salaries for city employees were leaked
and sparked a lot of ... dialogue.
Examples: $223,250 for a City
Manager, and $153,000 for
the Metrobus's general
manager.
Fogo Island
Fish landed
a deal to get
top dollar for
local fish at 20+
restaurants in Toronto
Neat story: Surface waves in
the ocean act as a natural storage

A man from Texas lived alone,
Survivor style, on a small island off of
Newfoundland in October, and live streamed
his experience.
Journalist Justin Brake was arrested for
following a group of protestors past a barrier
set up in Muskrat Falls, and livestreaming the
action as it unfolded. Charging a journalist
for following a story sparked a lot of
controversy.
On the food & retail storefront, 2016 saw the
opening, in chronological order, of Bernard
Stanley's Gastropub, RJ Pinot Yum, Freshii,
Mochanopoly, Mustang Sally's (re-opened), St.
John's Fish Exchange, Jack Axes, Seto Kitchen
& Bar, Battery Cafe, Mill Street Brewpub & Bier
Markt, Sumac, Port Rexton Brewery, Asa Sushi,
Element Coffee, Loose Tie, Volcano Bakery, NJ's
Kitchen, Western NL Brewing Company, Elaine's
Books, and Civic Duty. Everyone was hooked on
Hawk Vintage, and a short-lived but much loved
donut pop-up, called Holy Grail, was the
talk of the town. Jumping Bean made
the jump to Atlantic Canada.
RIP: Happy Hummus Hut,
Bistro Sofia, Yuk Yuks all shut
their doors. As did Alladin's
Hookah lounge, because of a
controversial Bill C-35.
JUSTINBRAKENEWS

People went nuts when Sobeys
couldn't honour the stickers
everyone collected to win Jamie
Oliver Knives.

not being able to honour
the stickers they'd collected
to win Jamie Oliver
Knives?

A murder on Brazil Street
dominated news cycles.

Deputy Mayor Ron
Ellsworth was caught up
in a loan scandal associated
with the Exit Realty scandal.

JACKAXESINC /

It was the year of financial
gloom. An Austerity Budget so
Corner Brook became the first city to welcome
undiscerning it went after libraries
a family of Syrian refugees during the Syrian
refugee crisis.
and book tax, as the provincial
deficit neared 2 billion. On the
The Overcast collaborated with the Coalition
municipal level, property tax in
of Persons with Disabilities on a photo
St. John's was spiked, and
competition, to increase the amount
protests erupted over
of stock photography featuring
Remember people
persons with disabilities doing
cuts to The Arts.
going nuts over Sobeys

India Gate burned down.

of wind energy. Grey Island Energy
launched a "seaweed" technology
that extracts energy from these
ocean waves. The provincial
tech industry was valued at
1.6 billion.

SWINGINGBELLES /

To keep the conversation going, we launched a
months-long column, "Let's See Less Seymour,"
so local women could submit and share their
stories of being marginalized in their workplace.
Among all the emails I got from "Men's Rights"
nutjobs, quite a few men confessed the series
opened their eyes to things they were doing that
trivialized women in the workplace.

the top 5 local albums of the
year: Dame Nature's Selftitled; Duane Andrews'
Conception Bay;
Jake Nicoll's Half of
Nothing / Two Things;
Pilot to Bombardier's
Wild Bells; Repartee's
All Lit Up. (Jake won.)

PHOTOS:

Dozens of
Memorable
Moments That
Kept Us Busy
in 2016

children holding signs declaring we "support
our men." It made us look pretty bad in national
news coverage.
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Follow-Up,
Two Years Later

Where Are
We At With
Libraries
in NL?
BY DAVID BRAKE

Two years after threatened library
closures sparked mass protest, and
after two hefty reports on addressing
systemic problems with NL’s libraries,
the library board has tabled on
the table for radical change. Yet it
arrived with little fanfare, and the
government’s reaction has been muted.
The Library Board Plan calls for an initial 15% rise
in the libraries’ budget this year. This would just
be the beginning though - it sets out longer term
targets based on what other Canadian library
systems provide. This would include increased
library opening hours, renewal of libraries’ ageing
books and other resource collections, better
provision of computer and internet access, and
other goals which they estimate would require a
near-doubling of their annual budget.
The report highlighted a number of areas
where our libraries fall short. We have less
than a quarter of the budgets per library
provided by Nova Scotia and New Brunswick
for the purchase of new library resources. Over
half of our libraries do not buy new DVDs for
example. On average, less than a quarter of our
books were purchased within 5 years, although
these tend to be the texts most in demand.
The report calls for an increase in the budget
for books and other materials from less than
$1m in 2017 to $2.5m eventually, with an initial
boost of $300,000 this year. The EY Report
found that our libraries are open 24% fewer
hours than the Canadian average - moreover at
the moment, no libraries are open on Sundays,
and only 37% are open on Saturdays.
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The biggest single additional budget expense
the board is seeking this year is $535,000
to implement “essential hours” across the
province. This would see the AC Hunter open
on Sundays, and all St John’s libraries opening
10 am - 5 pm on Saturdays for example.
The proposed reforms are a far cry from
what the same board planned just two years
earlier. In 2016, on hearing the incoming
Liberal government would cut its budget by
8%, the Provincial Information and Library
Resources Board (PILRB) announced a plan
to close over half of its libraries, mostly in
rural areas, and cut 64 jobs.
This caused a strong reaction both in the
province and across Canada, particularly as
Newfoundland and Labrador has one of the
lowest literacy levels in the country. As a
result, the government backed away from the
plan and commissioned Ernst and Young (EY)
to produce a report.
That report noted our library system receives
42% less money per head than the national
average, despite serving a geographically
dispersed population. It identified a number of
libraries that served low populations and/or are
within a 15 or 30 minute drive of each other,
but did not make specific recommendations for
closures. Indeed, the then-education minister,
Dale Kirby, whose initial proposals started the
debate, announced after the budget of 2018 that
there would not be any branch closures while
he was minister.
To address the funding shortfall, the EY report
noted that in most of the rest of Canada, libraries
are funded by local government rather than the
province, and suggested some kind of costsharing agreement should be sought.
But as we noted at the time,
there was little appetite for this
among municipalities, which
are already facing substantial
costs to address other costly,
long-neglected issues like
wastewater treatment, and it
seems the province recognises
this as it has done little to push
this forward.
A new, library-friendly council in St John’s,
and donations of multicultural books, board
games, and of musical instruments have been
some help in the capital, but there seems little
likelihood either charity or municipalities will be
able to tackle a gap of this size. The EY report
suggested that the libraries set up a fundraising
arm, but the library board response indicated
the money spent would be better given directly

to the libraries, noting that a similar body in
New Brunswick spent more than it received in
donations in 2015 and 2016.
The vexed issue of finding cost savings by shutting
underused libraries or merging libraries that are
close to one another, which sparked this series
of reports in the first place, seems to have been
kicked into the long grass. The only substantive
comment from the minister’s office about the
PILRB report has been that there’s no plan from
them or in the PILRB report to close any libraries.
This is true… and yet… The PILRB did ask its
staff to come up with a good measure to identify
libraries that should be considered for closure.
It came up with two criteria - libraries serving
a population under 500 or under 800 if there’s
another library a 20 minute drive away, and
libraries where the population served is under
3000 with another library ten minutes drive away.

GERRY
ROGERS
MHA for
St. John’s
Centre

729-2638 / gerryrogers@gov.nl.ca

It found a total of 20 libraries that met the
criteria to close (there are 94 at present), and
estimated that shutting or merging them would
cost $200,000. Though, it did not attempt to
calculate the annual cost savings that would
come with such a change. It nonetheless
concluded, “the PILRB accepts the library
location standards as presented but will only
enforce these location standards if the operating
grant can no longer sustain current operations.”
Moreover, although the board’s plan seems
ambitious, there are still some options that
seem to be missing from its strategic plan so
far, or not fully accounted for in the projected
budget. There was no mention in the report
about the possibility of a return to a downtown
library in St John’s, for example, though this
has been discussed intermittently in recent
years. Also, although the report calls for
improved and consistent standards
of library programming
(workshops, story times etc),
it only allocates an additional
$40,000 a year to purchase
the equipment needed,
but doesn’t cost out the
additional training and staff
time needed to reach those
standards in future years.
What will happen now? It is hard
to say. The government made no official
statement of support or opposition to the
plan when it was revealed, or in the following
three months. Neither the minister nor his
staff were available to comment, except in
a short written statement which indicated,
“requests for funding increases will be
considered as part of government’s regular
budgetary process.”

HI-FI AUDIO GEAR,
SALES, INSTALLATION,
AND ADVICE
TURNTABLES, AMPLIFIERS, SPEAKERS, SURROUND SOUND,

HEADPHONES, COMPUTER AUDIO, BLUETOOTH SPEAKERS + MORE

WWW.PAULFRECKERAUDIO.COM
info@paulfreckeraudio.com

834-7273

NICK WHALEN
MP St. John’s East

NickWhalenMP
/NickWhalenMP
nwhalen.liberal.ca
nick.whalen@parl.gc.ca
709-772-7171

Philippa Jones’ Suspended
at The Rooms BY EVA CROCKER
St. John’s-based visual artist Philippa Jones’ Suspended is on display
at The Rooms until Mid-April, with an official opening reception on
February 8th at 7:30pm.

Curry Delight
to Open a
Storefront in
Mount Pearl
Curry Delight is a Farmer's Market
favourite, and has been for 4 years
strong now. They've built their brand,
buzz, and following. Now that loyal
following, alongside a wider audience,
will have access to their famous fare
outside the Market's hours.

Suspended is an expansive, interactive exhibition that investigates our relationship to
mortality through sculpture and large-scale drawings in watercolour and ink.
back home," says Afiya, "and we couldn’t find
anything that would resemble the flavours
specific to our city."
They'd cook what they loved for themselves at
home, and share it with friends. Friends who
encouraged them to try selling their product
at the St. John's Farmer's Market. So they did,
and it became an immediate, word-of-mouth
hit. The rest is history. "We love cooking, and
specifically, we love the smile on our customers'
faces when they taste our food. Especially for
the first time, or when we are successful in
breaking stereotypes of Pakistani/Indian food
being all spicy. You may not like one variation
of this food, but may love the other. We have a
good conversion rate, haha!"
It helps that they "love experimenting
with new flavours, traditional recipes, and
combinations," hence the ever-changing
nature of their menu specials.

They're setting up shop in Mt. Pearl, in the
old Chilly Willy's building. Anyone from
The Pearl knows right where that
is (125 Park Avenue). Part of
the reason they're opening a
You may not like
one variation of this
storefront is because demand
food, but may love the
for their food is so high they
other. We have a good
need their own commercial
conversion rate,
space for prep.
Curry Delight specializes in Pakistani
and Indian food. Afiya and Nasir, who
operate Curry Delight together, explain
that Karachi, their home city (of 24 million
people!), is South Asian, and has a lot of
variety and variations on different cooking
styles and dishes."All of the dishes that we
make are made from scratch, and the recipes
have been passed down from generations.
We don’t use any preservatives or mixes, just
raw spices and herbs. And of course the most
important secret ingredient is ‘love.’"
Like many immigrants, they started a career
in food because no one else was selling the
kinds of dishes they loved and missed from
back home. "When we moved to St. John’s,
we would really crave our authentic food from

If you're wondering what to try
when they open, Afiya says "we
have a huge selection of regular
dishes and specials, but so far our
Butter Chicken, Spinach Potatoes,
Lentil and Chickpeas curries are
haha!
the most loved. We do lots of vegan,
and gluten-free or celiac-friendly, and
other allergen friendly dishes as well, which
are also well received."
Why Mt. Pearl, you may ask? They have a
customer base spread out across St. John's,
CBS, Mt. Pearl, and Paradise, so they went
looking for a new spot to call home in all 4
municipalities. But the space they found in
Mt. pearl “had so much personality, and such
great potential for scale and growth."

Jones was inspired to make work about our relationship to death after losing a close
friend to cancer in 2017. In the months before her friend’s death, the artist and her friend
were able to have a number of philosophical conversations about time and the finite
nature of life.
In Suspended, Jones is interested in creating a secular space where people can reflect
on death, not necessarily as it relates to their personal experiences, but as part of a
larger cycle of dissolution and rebirth.
The exhibition’s title piece is composed of thousands of resin orbs hung from the ceiling
with nylon thread. There are fragments of animal remains or bits of plant life inside each
transparent sphere. Some of the diverse specimens in the orbs include: seaweed, egg
shells, mink bones, baby’s breath, strawberry leaf, and human teeth. “All those orbs look
like they’re little life bombs, ready to burst open and you can see these alive, organic things
preserved within the resin, but at the same time the act of preservation within resin makes
them dead forever, they don’t get to rot and become part of the cycle again,” Jones said.
Below the orbs there are three long benches covered in gold leaf, a plaque on the wall
invites viewers to lie on the vaguely coffin-like benches and look up into the orbs.
As a precious metal, gold is often used in religious rituals that celebrate re-birth, its use
in this piece evokes those ceremonies. Jones explained that she chose an adhesive that
would hold the gold leaf in place, but also allow it wear away over time. “Suspended”
is interactive in that people are allowed to physically climb up and recline on the art but
also because the act of lying on it will eventually erode the gold surface of the benches.
The visible transformation of the benches will contrast with the flora and fauna in the
orbs above, which seem to be eerily exempt from natural decay. Lying between pieces of
frozen plant and animal life, and the gradually disintegrating gold leaf, gives the viewer
an opportunity to reflect on the inevitability of death and the passing of time. “There’s
just something about Suspended that feels like a church for want of a better word. A
place to think,” Jones said
Jones has created an otherworldly space that gives the viewer a rare opportunity to sit
with the absurd beauty of mortality.
Jones will be giving an artist talk on her immersive exhibition at The Rooms on
February 13th at 7:00pm.

In addition, like many new businesses
opening in Mt. Pearl, they say "the City of
Mt. Pearl has been very helpful in helping
us start up, and supporting us throughout
our renovation journey, which is very much
appreciated."
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the wonder in motion. You can just wonder
if it might be true and you can suspend your
disbelief and just enjoy that it might be real
because someone is actually investigating
it as if it was.'" - From Eva Crocker's article,
"Help Philippa Jones Map the Dreamworld of
St. John’s"
Mary MacDonald was a legend in the local
arts industry. We lost her far too young to
cancer in 2017. This article won Silver at
the 2017 Atlantic Journalism Awards, for
trying to put into words what made her
presence so profound.

A Dozen Overachieving
Overcast Articles
from 2017
Between the Februaries of
2014-2019, we've published over
3,000 stories.
Some stories you know will be sleepers,
but there's a reason to put it out there.
Sometimes you know an article is going
to be a hit because of the headline alone.
Sometimes it's a surprise or a mystery what
gets traction.
Here are 3 stories under 4 broad categories
that got a lot of traction and reaction in 2017.
All the article titles are included below, in
case you want to track them down online, at
TheOvercast.ca.

THE ARTS
We thought it'd be fun investigative
journalism to find out why Elvis is on the
cover of The Herald so often, given he's
hardly a local musician. It started out as a
joke between Greg and Chad, and wound
up getting as many reads as elections'
coverage.
"Elvis' sultry face, and leathered swaggering
frame are as reliable a presence on the cover
of The Herald as a grey sky hung over our
fair city. But what exactly has Elvis got to do
with Newfoundland and its beloved Herald? I
reached out to Jesse Stirling, who graciously
took time from his busy schedule at Stirling
Studios in Beverly Hills to shed light on
the question ... 'The most plain and simple
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Art = Work. Valuable work. Work that creates
jobs (think of people selling albums at record
stores, or acting as a book designer or
publicist for an author). Art broadens
our minds. It makes us identify
with each other more, and
For the first
it unites us against issues
timeever, half of
affecting us all. Mary had a
St. John's City
way of bringing art's necessity
Council was
and worth out of the vague
women
nebula in which it exists for
answer is that my grandfather
many of us, and making it feel
was a big Elvis fan.' Stirling went
necessary and invigorating to
on to talk about how The Herald's
engage with ... Watching Facebook light
founding vision was to stay positive, and
up with pictures and memories the week
not fall victim to the gloomy if it bleeds, it
Mary passed away felt like fitting celebration.
leads mantra of most newspapers ... 'there's
Or maybe recognition is the better word.
something to be said for reflecting the more
Admiration for the impact one person really
positive qualities of humanity in a mass
can make on their community, in a broad
media forum.'” - From Greg Hewlett's Article,
sense, or on their friends and family in a more
"Mystery Solved: Why All the Elvis on The
profound sense. Mary left a mark on people.
Herald?
It doesn't wash off. We will fondly and forever
wear this invisible tattoo.
Philippa Jones can conceive and
then translate amazing concepts into
FOOD & DRINK
universally interesting artwork in a way
few artists can. A project of hers in 2017,
Amy Anthony's reign at The Ship put it
"Mapping the Dream World," had people
back on the map, and it marked her as
leaving comments like "I have never set
chef of the year in many ways. Rumour
foot in an art gallery, but even I think this
has it, she'll be cooking at Bannerman
is cool."
Brewing Company when it opens this
winter!
"Philippa Jones has been collecting and
cataloguing the dreams of St. John’s residents
"Last May, Anthony was looking for work
for years. 'I’m trying to prove that there is
after completing the first season of Frontier.
some kind of dreamworld that is hovering
Her company Bite Me Catering had gotten the
on top the real world, and we are all going
contract for what us laypeople call “feeding
into it. However absurd and surreal it feels,'
the crew,” but with that done, the future was
Jones said ... Her Mapping the Dreamworld
wide open. Around the same time, The Ship
of St. John’s project is an interactive art
began its search for a new cook. Anthony's
piece modeled after a scientific experiment.
diverse background, including 8 years at The
Ostensibly, she is using this data to
Sprout, 2 years at Mallard Cottage, and stints
investigate correlations between the content
at Atlantica and B & B Snack Bar, made her
of people’s dreams and their physical location
the obvious choice. A chef who can drain a
in the city. 'I like trying to prove that there’s
deep fryer, butcher a pig, turn pallid chunks of
a relationship between where you live and
tofu into mouthwatering delights, and identify
what you dream. It’s ridiculous, but that’s part
mushrooms correctly in the wild, is only
of why I want to pose the question … it sets

slightly rarer than a unicorn, to be snapped up
immediately." - From Felicity Roberts' article,
"Rarer than Unicorns: Amy Anthony Revamps
the Ships Kitchen
People really ate up this interview with
Masterchef Judge & Celebrity Chef,
Michael Bonacini. It went viral in under
an hour.
"Michael Bonacini is a masterful chef, turned
TV Celebrity on two shows: Masterchef
Canada, and 24 Hours of Food. He was
recently in town to film an Episode of 24
Hours of Food at Mallard Cottage, Chafe’s
Landing, Merchant Tavern, and Tavola ...
Michael grew up in South Wales, in a seaside
fishing town, so, a meal in Petty Harbour at
Chafe’s Landing, hit home. Upon explaining
what he’d tried there, he had to be reminded
what 'those little dough cakes' were called,
but he was smiling as he asked, so, clearly,
he loved the toutons ... The one commonality
Chef Bonacini noticed at all the restaurants,
'Is that everyone seems to be incredibly
proud of ... this regionalized cuisine of
Newfoundland and reinventing it, and putting
it on a pedestal.' This, he loves, because in his
own words, 'It’s taken Canada a long time to
appreciate that we have great regional cuisine.
And we need to shout and tout it loud and
proud. Because it takes a backseat to no one.'"
- From Chad Pelley's Article "Masterchef's
Michael Bonacini on Food, Celebrity, and the
Local Episode of 24 Hours of Food"
Seto Won The Overcast's 2017 Burger
Battle, and Haven't Lost It Since. Could
2019 Be 3 for 3?
"We ate 15 burgers and we battled throughout
... But we both agree that structural integrity
is one of the fundamental corners upon
which is built the awesome pyramid of
burgerdom. MIKE on Seto's burger: Amazing.
Honey-glazed amazebun, beautiful beef, no
unnecessary parts. If it’s in your budget, you
have to eat this. EMILY on Seto's burger:
Agree! Perfect. Exquisitely cooked. The whole
thing glowing power and tenderness; fat
but biteable. After 15 burgers, I still thought
about going back for seconds every night."
- From Emily Deming and Mike Hannaford's
article, "Burger Battle 2017: Emily & Mikey
Disrespectfully Disagree."

NEWS
Emily Deming Covered the Snelgrove case
for weeks in order to explain, in plain
language, how a cop on duty could rape a
drunk civilian, and get away with it. It was
our story of the year.

fun' ... Initially, it was the fog that brought May
to Newfoundland, he wanted to photograph fog
for a personal project. After Googling ‘world’s
foggiest place’ he booked a flight to St. John’s.
In the two weeks between booking his ticket
and boarding the plane May decided he’d also
shoot a film while he was in Newfoundland.
The film is a comedic short about an alien
named Trevor who arrives in Newfoundland
to study humanity and ends up learning things
like, North Harbour is in the south, people don’t
come by chance to Come By Chance, and the
people of Dildo smile more. " - From
Eva Crocker's article, "Australian
Alien Touches Down in
Newfoundland"
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"Within two hours of the not guilty plea, a
protest had grown out of the dark, rainy
night on the front steps of the courthouse in
downtown St. John’s. One sign read, 'Don’t
rape on the job; Don’t rape ever; Abuse of
power erases consent' ... It is entirely within
the scope of the law, for a person to be
incapable of consent, and therefore be a victim
of rape, and for the assailant to legally not be
guilty of that rape even though they raped.
There can be a victim with no legal perpetrator.
At least not one that can ever be proven
'guilty.'” From Emily Deming's article,
"Into The Grove; When The
Woodsman Is The Wolf"
People wanted to see
change in the new
city council elected
in October of 2017.
They got it in spades;
record-breaking
spades

When it comes to Canadian
PEOPLE &
UFO stories, Newfoundland gets
MISCELLANY
the biggest entry in Wikipedia’s
summary of sightings: Clarenville,
In 1978, a mysterious
1978. That's long before everyone
"Boom" on Bell Island
had a pirated version of Photoshop,
exploded Television
and the key witness was a
sets, punched buildings
reputable cop.
"A nearly total shuffle saw
apart, and fried chickens
only 3 incumbents stay in
where they stood. To this
their former seats, and for the first
day it remains a mystery what
time ever, half of council are women (5 out
happened. "Men in Black" from the United
of 11). To put that last fact in context, in the
States showed up to investigate, and
last 100 years, only 7 women have served on
seemed to have answers they never shared
council: Frances Innis, Shannie Duff, Dorothy
Wyatt, Marie White, Wendy Williams, Debbie
"... Television sets begin exploding, three
Hanlon, and Sheilagh O'Leary. Now there are
buildings have holes punched through them,
5 women on this 1 council. Julia Salter Earle
and a barn is blown apart ... Darrin Bickford is
and Fannie McNeil, the first women to run
stopped in his tracks by floating balls of blue
(unsuccessfully in 1925), are fist-pumping
light three feet across with small crackling
in their graves. One of those women, Hope
orange sparks. Appliances whizz out of control
Jamieson of Ward 2, pulled the only ousting of
and electrical transmission lines melt like
a ward incumbent (Jonathan Galgay). A rare
cotton candy in your mouth ... . Mrs. Bickford,
feat in this better-the-devil-you-know city
her home shaking violently, runs outside
... There is also a broader range of ages and
finding her entire flock of chickens dead, blood
professional backgrounds than is the norm,
running out of their eyes and mouths. And then
so a broader representation of the people of
things turned strange ... They are soon joined
St. John's. (4 of whom are engaged enough to
by ... the shady figures of Dr. John Warren, a
have written about pertinent city issues for The
plasma physicist, and Dr. Robert Freyman, a
Overcast)." - From Chad Pelley's article, "A
weapons design engineer from Los Alamos:
Record Breaking New City Council."
the American nuclear weapons research centre
... They say that they detected the event using
The Story of a man dressed as an alien
military satellites designed to detect nuclear
running around in the woods became our
weapons tests. They were also quoted as
most read story of the summer in 2017.
saying that they were surprised that there
The people who made his alien suit make
was so little damage, they expected that the
costumes for HBO's Game of Thrones.
entire island would have been levelled." - From
Chad Bennett's article, "Newfoundlandia: Men
"Jonathan May is a photographer based
in Black Hit Bell Island After an Unexplained
in Sydney Australia, he does advertising
Explosion"
photography for big companies like Google
and Snickers. When I spoke to him, he’d just
Given Colonel Saunders’ life story,
spent the night roaming through the woods
and his very public war against KFC for
outside Marystown in a skin-tight alien suit.
destroying his recipes, it seems hard to
'I’m pretty much in the nude, because that
believe Netflix hasn't sanctioned a
thing is so thin. It was zero degrees, so it’s not
docu-series on him

"Colonel Saunders is best known for
starting Kentucky Fried Chicken, but that
was just the tip of his iceberg. For example:
he was a lawyer … until he beat the sh*t out
of his own client in a courtroom (history is
unclear as to why). He did some good as a
lawyer though, like winning a lawsuit for
black victims of a trainwreck during racially
charged times. In fact, The Colonel liked
to mock racial and class tensions. When
travelling for work, he’d get the car door for
his black employee, and carry his luggage
into hotels, just to mess with onlooking,
racist white people ... like every business,
Colonel Saunders had competition, but
Saunders literally shot his competition
down. In the streets. With a gun … At 73,
he was overwhelmed and sold KFC for $2
Million (roughly 15 million today), to two
businessmen ... with whom he'd go to war
because they stopped using his recipe, but
kept using his face as a mascot for the brand
… a company executive confessed, at this
time, “Let’s face it, the Colonel’s gravy was
fantastic, but you had to be a Rhodes Scholar
to cook it. It involved too much time, it left
too much room for human error, and it was
too expensive.” - From Chad Pelley's article,
"Colonel Saunders Was a Wild Man And
Couldn’t Stand What KFC Did to His Recipes"

Who Knew NL is Home to Canada's Most
Intriguing UFO Sightings, and Who Knew
This Article Would Be Getting Daily Reads
2 Years Later
"When it comes to Canadian UFO frenzies,
Newfoundland gets the biggest entry in
Wikipedia’s summary of sightings: Clarenville,
1978. Though it’s not the only documented
martian encounter in NL, a 1978 craze-inducing
report from Clarenville came straight from
a cop’s mouth, and what most people love
about this story is the year and duration of
the encounter. It was 1978. That’s well before
everyone had a pirated copy of Photoshop and
knew how to use it. Photoshop hadn’t been
invented yet. And drones were the stuff of sci-fi
movies. Better still, the unidentified flying object
hovered in place for nearly two hours, so it
wasn’t a “Wha wuz dat?” moment of people
scratching their heads as some chunk of metal
zipped through the sky in the blink of an eye.
The story has added credibility because it was a
cop who gave a detailed account of it, along with
a dozen witnesses. Constable Jim Blackwood
happened to have some drug surveillance
equipment on him that afforded him a good look
at the thing." - Chad Pelley, from his article, Thy
Martian Clad Hills We're Home to Some of the
Best Canadian UFO Stories
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Local Lunches
for Less than $10
BY EMILY DEMING & FELICITY ROBERTS

Loong
Wah
13 LEMARCHANT
ROAD

Loong Wah has been around for ages, tucked
quietly into the "Golden Triangle Of Cheap Eats" at the
intersection of Freshwater, Lemarchant, and Cookstown roads.
NEW OWNERSHIP & MENU
This past summer new ownership, sisters Zoe and Leah Wu, took over the place and
started adding more traditional Asian dishes. Hailing from Taiwan, a crossroads of
diverse foods and cultures, the sisters showcase dishes from all over the East.”Food
in Taiwan is influenced by many countries," Zoe says. If you take your Instagram
photos in black and white and like Jim Jaramusch movies, this is the restaurant décor
of your dreams. Simple and timeless (could be 1980, could be 2020), clean and cute.
Waving maneki-neko, traditional Japanese "good luck cats" with a paw up bestow
blessings. Adorable fake bonsai on each table are bested only by the generous gift of
both chopsticks and forks right there in a caddy, so you don't have to live the shame of
asking for a fork if the sticks are beyond your skills. Reliably fresh basil and delicious
hot-pot options, including vegan, are becoming the restaurant's calling card, but the
multi-page dinner menu leaves one almost spoiled for choice, and can take many visits
to properly explore. The staff are beyond accommodating, and will substitute to meet
preferences whenever possible. However, with such rich and complex flavours there is a
strong argument for eating the traditional dishes as they are meant to be served.
WHAT WE ATE
All the vegetables and health benefits of traditional food too much for you? The burger
slays and you can get deep fried gluten, yes PURE GLUTEN. Loong Wah is licensed to
serve alcohol and stocks some Quidi Vidi products. So high, low, or on-the-go, there's
an affordable option for you, and your dietary preferences will be respected. Here's our
ten dollar lunches. Listed prices do not include tax.
Burger with Kimchi & Eggroll ($7.95)
You can get a burger and homemade fries for just under $10. Or you can pay 50 cents to
add a generous slather of kimchi (Korean traditional fermented cabbage with chilies) to
the burg, and have a crunchy eggroll as a side. This was my/Felicity's choice. The kimchi
is mild, but retains a hint of heat, the burg itself consists of a homemade, perfectly
grilled patty, a bakery bun, and the usual lettuce and tomato fixings. Excellent.
Combination Platter
(Spring/Egg Roll, Fried Rice/Fried Noodle/Pick a Main) ($7.00)
Our server recommended Chop Suey/Beef Broccoli for "Western' tastes," Pineapple
Pork for "in between," and Pepper Beef for an "authentic experience." The latter isn't on
the combo menu, but if they have time they will accommodate. I/Emily chose vegetarian
duck with lemon sauce. The "duck" (tofu sticks) were flaky and fried, with light chew
inside; perfect texture for snacks, but the recommended meals would make better
mains. Spring roll was fresh, crispy, and delicate. The fried rice was salty and greasy,
but tasted like it came straight from pan to plate with no wait. Great place, but next
time I will follow the server's advice.

Robert Chafe’s
Between Breaths
Returns to
St. John’s with
Orchestra in Tow
BY EVA CROCKER

and zeal he brought to whale rescue and how
his work impacted his family.
In the summer 2018 production of Between
Breaths, actors (Steve O’Connell, Bernadine
Stapleton, and Darryl Hopkins) were joined
on stage by musicians Brianna Goss,
Steve Maloney, and Kevin Woolridge who
played a moving score by The Once. The
live score complemented the actors’ subtle
performances, imbuing critical moments in the
show with a unique emotional weight.

An orchestral adaptation of Robert
Chafe’s play Between Breaths, directed
by Jillian Keiley, will be performed
at the St. John’s Arts and Culture
Centre on February 14-15.

In this February’s performance of Between
Breaths, the original cast and musicians will
play alongside a full orchestra. The orchestral
adaptation of the play will also feature a
new set design; impressionist-style
artwork that evokes the surface
of the ocean will be projected
The play uses the
In July 2018, Between Breaths
directly onto the orchestra.
familiar backdrop of
enjoyed a sold out, extended
The orchestra splashed in
the unforgiving North
run at the LSPU Hall in St.
shifting, oceanic projections
John’s before going on to be
Atlantic to elegantly
will represent the dangerous
performed at the National
explore its
vastness of the sea and its
Arts Centre in Ottawa. In The
themes
importance in Lien’s story.“Those
Overcast’s Best of Newfoundland
images of going out in the ocean in
& Labrador 2018 People’s Choice
a rubber dingy, trying to cut a whale out
Awards, the play was chosen as the Best
of a net are epic, that’s life or death - I could
Local Play or Film, and Chafe was named
see that an orchestra could contain that story
the winner of our Theatre Scene Superstar
in a way that’s kind of thrilling,” Keiley said.
category.
It’s not surprising that the play resonated with
audiences in St. John’s as it uses the familiar
backdrop of the unforgiving North Atlantic to
elegantly explore themes of grief, bravery, and
unconditional love.
The play tells the true story of scientist and
environmental advocate Jon Lien, who was
known in Newfoundland for developing a
method of saving whales ensnared in fishing
nets that salvaged as much of the net as
possible. The audience meets Lien at the
end of his life when he is struggling with
a degenerative disease that impacted his
mobility and memory. As the play progresses,
the story winds backwards through Lien’s life
revealing more and more about the bravery

Transitioning from having a small group
of talented folk musicians on stage to
incorporating a full orchestra will also elevate
the play’s score to reflect the magnitude of
Lien’s devotion to his work and the depths
of the grief and compassion his family felt as
they helped him through his illness.“Instead
of having three people tell a story, you have
38 people telling the same story and backing
each other up on stage,” Keiley said. “If you
know Artistic Fraud’s other work, a big
signature of what we do is to having masses
of people all focused on telling the same story
-- there can be great power in that. It’s the
power you see in choirs, in ballet companies,
and in orchestras.”

HOP ON THE HYPE TRAIN
In The Overcast’s Best of Newfoundland &
Labrador 2018 People’s Choice Awards, this
play was chosen as the Best Local Play or
Film, and its playwright, Robert Chafe,
was named "Theatre Scene Superstar."

Rober

t C ha
fe
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2018 was like 2 months ago.
You remember the big news.
But here's a few surprising things
that happened 2018 that kept our
content fresh, fun, and surprising.

Newfoundland ponies were created to plough
the fields that grew our vegetables, and haul
the wood that built and heated our homes. They
acted as a means of transportation
before we all had cars, as pets
for kids, and even dragged nets
of fish or kelp from the sea.
Once tractors were invented
though, we simply started
selling them off as meat.
There is a Netflix documentary,
called One in a Million, about one of The Edge's
star players, Satnam Singh Bhamara.
We were years ahead of the world in
tackling the cholera epidemic of
the 1800s. While the great cities
of Europe and North America
assumed the disease was
spread by "noxious vapours,"
we in St. John's blamed
infected drinking water. At
least 6 years ahead of the rest of
the world.

The Great Auk was so delicious we
ate it to extinction. There's talk of
using Great Auk DNA to bring
them back to life, Jurassic
Park style.
Joey Smallwood's niece,
Samora Smallwood, is a
Hollywood actress, and 2018
was a big year in her career.
She's appeared in shows like Suits
and Designated Survivor, and has roles on The
Expanse, Shadowhunters, and Shelter
There is a "Museum of The Flat Earth" in a town
named Seldom Come By. It's part museum, but
mostly a hub of playful art making and creative
goofing around.
Peter Wilkins, of The Newfoundland Distillery
Company in Clarke’s Beach, once travelled the
world as a professional drinker for Sky TV on
Dom Joly’s Happy Hour.

66% of minimum wage workers in NL are
women; women in NL face the largest wage gap
of any Canadian province.
Did you know Mary Brown was a real woman,
from Virginia? Two local lads bought her recipe
for fried chicken and started a restaurant in
Newfoundland called The Golden Skillet. Later,
they renamed it Mary Brown's, and made a
franchise of it.
There is good reason to believe that pirate Peter
Easton left a substantial hidden treasure of Incan
Gold, somewhere on the Avalon, when he fled our
waters for good 400 years ago. Happy hunting.

Albert E. Hickman is best known for bringing
cars to NL, and starting Hickman Motors. But
he also started a local brewery, Bavarian
Brewing, which created Blue Star &
Jockey Club.
There's talk of

Long time Overcast writer Felicity
Roberts has spent time with
Loyola Hearn, former Minister of
Fisheries and Oceans, trying to
The Dunderdale government
using Great Auk DNA
uncover a mystery in Renews.
introduced Bill 60, which gave
to bring them back
It involves an inscription in a
Nalcor a monopoly over the
to life, Jurassic
rock on “The Mount.” It appears
supply, distribution, and sale of
Park style.
to be written in medieval Latin
energy in NL. This is why we cannot
and denotes the date 500 AD. Some
establish any commercial renewable
believe it was written by St. Brendan the
energy projects, like wind or solar power.
Navigator, an early Irish monastic saint, on
his journey of the Stepping Stone route of North
Stephenville was once known as "Acadian
Atlantic
islands. This would make Newfoundland
Village" and deemed "a paradise of farmland and
the “The Land of Promise of the Saints,” and
fishing" by people fleeing poverty in Nova Scotia
would place the Irish here before the Vikings.
in the mid 1800s. The name, Stephenville, is

THE ENTHUSIAST!

BY LAUREN POWER

How To Get Into Writing
Professionally in St. John's
As a writer for The Overcast, people often ask me how they can
get started in writing as a professional. The truest answer to the
question is ultimately unhelpful (“have good timing, work really
hard”), but there are real, actionable things you can do if you want
to be an honest-to-god writer in the city.
First, ask any established writer, and they’ll give credit to the community of writers
in the province for helping them make it possible. “I would recommend seeking out a
writers’ association or a professional group,” says local writer and communications
expert Martha Muzychka. “If writers have a specialty, there are some people who form
networks around that.”
Writers’ guilds like the Writers Association of NL (WANL) are always looking for new
members. WANL offers services like their Emerging Writers Mentorship Program and
lots of opportunities to meet other writers from the province. They’ve also got low-risk
ways of dipping a toe in, like their 1000-word romance writing contest for Valentines,
“50 Ways To Love Your Lover.”
Joining a large association isn’t for everybody and there is a fee ($55/year, or $25/year
for seniors/unemployed/students). Plus, for some, claiming the professional mantle of
“writer” can feel a bit phony.
One local writer has made it her mission to help bring writers together in an
atmosphere of zero pretense. Stacy Gardener has hosted dozens of writing workshops,
all with the purpose of helping writers find their voice.“I think it’s one thing to be a
member of a guild or what have you, but it’s like working out, sometimes you need
a workout buddy, trainer, mentor,” says Gardener. “We need people to read our stuff.
A writing group is special. Finding and creating such a place can give your writing an
intimate and trusted place to live and grow.”
So, how do you go about it? “Join stuff. Go to workshops. Take classes. Sign up for
writing prompts. Go to readings. Read!” says Gardener. “Writers can be introverts, so
engagement is necessary for our not feeing ‘alone’ or like an imposter,” says Gardener,
whose website is subtitled, “for writers who are afraid to call themselves writers.”
Once you’ve met a few fellow humans and broadened your horizons a bit, you can clarify
your goal. Freelance journalism? Writing fiction? Writing copy for a design firm? Local
music reviews? Something else? You don’t have to pick just one thing on the menu, and
you don’t have to do everything. That’s one of the best things about writing: there’s no
set path to legitimacy.
It’s like R.L. Stine says, when asked for advice on writing: “I say, they don’t really need
advice, they know they want to be writers, and they’re gonna do it. Those people who
know that they really want to do this and are cut out for it, they know it.”

The Enthusiast! column ran for years, to help you break into new hobbies
in St. John's. Check out the archive of suggestions on TheOvercast.ca!
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Surprising
Things We
Learned from
Our Coverage
in 2018

in honour of the first boy born into the village.
Stephen Gallant or Stephen LeBlanc, depending
who you ask

Megan
Gail Coles'

Small Game
Hunting at the
Local Coward
Gun Club
BY OLIVIA HEANEY

Inscribed with the epigraph,
“This might hurt a little. Be
brave,” Megan Gail Coles’s debut
novel wears its trigger warning
on its sleeve.
The title is apt; the setting is downtown
St. John’s, and there are predators
everywhere.

Iris, two women in their twenties from
the Northern Peninsula. But as a whole
it reads like a poetic ensemble piece;
the point of view maneuvering between
more than half a dozen characters.
Convergences between their backstories
are disclosed as the plot thickens inside
The Hazel.
Many of the characters are recognizable.
You might know the bigoted, entitled
mayor (he calls his server a “little bitch”
during a dressing-down in front of the
whole dining room) or the philandering,
rapacious head chef (he only got the gig
because he’s married to the owner, a
daughter of Circular Road’s east end).
The hardships endured by young Olive
and Iris are difficult to digest, but Coles’s
treatment of their trauma – gentle, but
honest – shows that her grasp of affective
storytelling transfers from dramatic
stage to prosaic page.

At times dry and sardonic, and drawing a
line between the urban-rural divide and
its attendant colonialism, NL’s boom-andSmall Game Hunting is contained in
busts, and the casual sexism that will be
the span of one day at the “local gun
instantly recognizable to anyone who’s
club,”aka “The Hazel” – the second- or
ever worked in the St. John’s
third-fanciest restaurant in town,
service industry, Small Game
where old money mixes with
Hunting is diagnostic of
new. Sitting for dinner service,
much of what’s wrong
there’s a local theatre darling
Coles’s
background
with the capital city.
making eyes at the man
as
a
playwright
reveals
she’s secretly hoping will
itself in the way she
While the back
propose, a politician making
cover’s
designation
skillfully
engages
a handshake deal with the
of
the
book
as an
a
diverse
cast.
restaurant’s financial backer
example
of
contemporary
(“there can be no real contract
Newfoundland Gothic is
or paper trail because that’s how
a stretch, there is something
they get you”), and two oil guys making
uncanny about how Coles turns the
a suspicious number of trips to the
familiar into something horrifying. That
washroom in their multi-pocketed skithese kinds of things have happened,
doo jackets.
are happening – in plain sight, just down
the street – makes them all the more
The restaurant’s staff, whose stories we
shocking.
learn through flashbacks and omniscient
third-person narration, are scrambling to
maintain order between rolling blackouts.
Small Game Hunting devastates by
Coles’s background as a playwright
turns. Maybe one of the hardest books
reveals itself in the way she skillfully
you’ll ever read, it’s a poignant reminder
engages a diverse cast.The novel’s
to love each other more – to do better
major events mostly affect Olive and
and be better.
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SPIN THIS.

NEW RELEASE

Patrick Boyle's

After
Forgetting
BY SANDY MAY

This past December, Canadian jazz
trumpeter, improviser, composer,
and educator, Patrick Boyle released
his new album entitled, After
Forgetting. The Newfoundlandnative/British Columbia transplant
is an Associate Professor of Jazz
Studies at the University of
Victoria, and, as After Forgetting
confirms, a serious force in
Canadian jazz today.
As a genre, jazz, and particularly
improvisational jazz, can
sometimes be perceived as
too conceptual or highbrow
for the “average music
listener’s tastes.” This is a
shame, as it’s the culinary
equivalent to declaring you
don’t like curry, which is
obviously just silly. You don’t
have to enjoy lava-hot vindaloo
and avant garde trumpeter Don Cherry,
but everyone, give or take a few stubborn
souls, should be able to get behind butter
chicken, and the velvety smooth
Chet Baker.
As a trumpeter, Patrick Boyle embraces
both the spicy and smooth, moving back
and forth, and in between, depending on
what he’s trying to communicate with his
horn. While I’m not enough of a jazz-ophile to convincingly delve into the in and
outs of Boyle’s style and technique, the
best music is meant to emotionally reach
you, not intellectually impress you. With

Patrick Boyle
(trumpet), Bill Brennan (piano), Mike
Downes (bass), and Michael Billard (drums)
open the album with an unexpected
rendition of Bob Dylan’s “The Times They
Are A- Changin’.” The song’s melodies
and timing are twisted and turned into
something faintly recognizable off the top,
until the association clicks somewhere
around the minute mark. It’s a playful,
thoroughly enjoyable take, which Dylan,
who’s been rearranging his songs at live
performances until almost unrecognizable,
for years, would surely appreciate.
The following track, “Touch Her Soft
Lips and Part," is as the title suggests,
a contemplative and melancholy affair.
Throughout much of the album, it’s the
trumpet and piano leading the back and
forth exchanges. On this particular track,
Boyle hangs back more, really waiting
for the right moments to join in. The title
track has a similar feel, but this time
with Boyle’s trumpet taking the lead. At
around the 4-minute mark, Brennan and
Boyle begin an extended dance-like
exchange of arpeggios, followed
by a beautifully understated
bass solo by Downes, and
subtle cymbal accents
by Billard. It’s a standout
moment on the album that
really captures the flavour
of the ensemble, and After
Forgetting as a whole.
What strikes me most about
the playing on After Forgetting, and
again, the album as a whole, is its
emotional malleability. Moments of
melancholy share the space with moments
of jouissance; at times almost in the same
note. By the time the final track “You
Must Believe In Spring” comes to a close,
I can just as easily see myself nursing a
double-shot of heartbreak in some dank
bar, as I can dancing cheek to cheek with
my beloved at the end of a late night. The
album resonates beautifully in every sense,
and this is precisely what the best music
will always do regardless of genre.
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all 4 tracks cut live off the floor,
After Forgetting resonates with
me in part because it casts off the
burden of perfection and instead
opts for open spaces
and improvisational
freedom.

WHILE WE WERE COVERING THE NEWS FROM 2014-2019, HENRY DEVEREAUX
WAS ASKING THE BIGGER QUESTIONS. THIS ARTICLE WAS ONE OF OUR MOST
POPULAR POSTS OF THE YEAR IN 2015.

Tweets from
Local 7 Year Old
Twitter Sensation,
Henry Devereaux
@henryquotes
If you’re on Twitter, you’ll want
to add seven-year-old Henry
Devereaux and read his thoughts
on life in 2015, predictions of the
future, and even the occasional rewrite of history and scientific fact:
“Are your eyeballs held into your skull
really tightly?”
“If you land in hot lava, how does your
spirit get out, ‘cause there is lava around
it and it's melting?”
“One isn't a lot if you think about trees
in the forest. But one IS a lot if you think
about dinosaurs in front of your house.”
“Hey dad, I forgot, how was the earth
formed?”
“What if gravity goes away?”
“Gravity will disappear in ten years.”
“Rattlesnakes are nice because they give
you a warning before attacking you.”
“Imagine if we could drive our house.
It would be too big for the road, so a
propeller would come from the top and it
would be a helicopter.”
“Why does @NoradSanta track Santa?
Do they need to protect him? Like from
the biggest bat ever, or meteors, or outer
space circuits?”
“I kinda remember being in mom's
belly. It was all red and weird.”
“Can you pull off freckles?”

“What's on top of space? On the news
they said there was an old golden castle
on top of the double-decker of space.”
“There's something behind the universe.”
“The most organic fruit was from an apple
tree outside a grocery store & it fell off the
tree & rolled into the store to the apple
section.”
“Why is she gonna chew people up?!
That's creepy! (Listening to Hall & Oates’
“Maneater”)”
“Do you think that people got the idea for
pockets from kangaroos?”
“It would be kinda weird to swim in blood.”
“A plumber fixed the tap? There was a
plumber in OUR house?! You invited a
plumber over?! I've never met a plumber...
what was he wearing?”
“Millions of years ago there was a sevenfoot centipede that roamed the earth and
they loved stuff that feels like duvets.”
“Half of a quarter is a guarter.”
“This bread is so hard I could probably call
this a teeth test.”
“The sun can only melt the outside five
inches of the moon.”
“Bunnies don't have knives so they just
eat their carrots right up to the top.”
“(Overheard Henry talking to Euan)
Imagine if our penises had penises...? And
their penises had penises...?! And their
penises had penises?!!”
“Your teeth are just like small white rocks.
That's how hard they are.”
“If I was swimming in a pond a swan could
definitely hold me down under water.”
“I'll keep this coffee bean with me so I can
feed it to a hawk if I ever see a hawk.”
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